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界與M a r t i n邊界的關係以及A n d e r s o n與S c h o e n在這類流形上一 
些正調和函數的結果。最後我們會討論?『6丨『0[?『6]研究關於 
拋物形Martin邊界以及它對正調和函數在積流形上的應用。 
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ABSTRACT 
Let M be a Cartan-Hadamard manifold, i.e., simply connected, complete non-
compact with non-positive curvature. We will survey some results on positive 
harmonic functions on this type of manifold. The first part is an exposition 
of the result of Cheng in [Che], which solved the Dirichlet problem at infinity 
for a large class of Cartan-Hadamard manifolds. The second part of this paper 
discuss the result of Anderson and Schoen ([A-S]) on positive harmonic functions 
on manifolds with curvature pinched by two negative constants and the relation 
between the geometric boundary and the Martin boundary. The last part of this 
paper will discuss the result of Freire ([Fre]) on parabolic Martin boundary and 
its application to positive harmonic functions on product of manifolds. 
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Let M be a Cartan-Hadamard manifold, i.e., a simply connected, complete, 
non-compact Riemannian manifold with non-positive sectional curvature. In this 
paper, we will survey some important results on positive harmonic functions on 
this type of manifolds. It is well known that given such a manifold M, we can 
compactify it using equivalent classes of geodesic rays. The set of all equivalent 
classes are called the geometric boundary of M and is denoted by M(oo) (see 
chapter one for details). Write M = M U M(oo). For example, let M be the 
two dimensional hyperbolic plane EP Then, EP can be identified with the closed 
unit disc, and HP(oo) can be identified with the unit circle S .^ If M = EP, jt is 
classical that given a continuous function f on S ,^ we can find a solution to the 
equation 
• 
Au = 0, on M, 
(0.1) 
u = / , on M(oo). 
\ 
Hence, it is natural to ask if this is true for a general Cartan-Hadamard man-
ifold M. This Dirichlet problem of harmonic functions with prescribed boundary 
data at infinity is a very interesting problem in geometry and analysis. This prob-
lem have been solved by different people under different curvature assumptions: 
In [Sull], Sullivan uses probabilistic approach, solved the problem on a Cartan-
5 
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Hadamard manifold with sectional curvature bounded by two negative constants. 
In [And], Anderson solved the problem independently under the same assump-
tions by a more geometric approach in the same line as in [Cho] for rotational 
symmetric metric. 
In [A-S], under the same assumption, Anderson and Schoen solved the problem 
by estimating the Hessian and gradient of the radial extension of the boundary 
data. The curvature assumption in these results are reasonable since in the case 
that M = E^, the Dirichlet problem is not solvable. In fact, all bounded positive 
harmonic functions on R^ are constants. 
In [S-Y], Schoen and Yau proved that if (M, dP) complete, simply connected 
with sectional curvatures bounded by two negative constants, ds^ is another met-
ric on M uniformly equivalent to ds^, i.e., there exists constant A > 0 such that 
\ds^ < ds^ < Ads^, and if the sectional curvatures of (M, ds^) are bounded from 
above and below, the injectivity radius of (M, ds^) is bounded away from zero, 
then, (0.1) is solvable, where A is the Laplacian operator on (M, ds^). 
In this result, the curvature assumption is relaxed but there is still a restriction 
on injectivity radius. In [Anc], Ancona showed that the restriction on injectivity 
radius in fact can be removed. 
The first part of this paper is to give an exposition on a more general result of 
Cheng [Che]. Cheng showed that the Dirichlet problem (0.1) can be solved under 
the following assumptions: Ai(M) > 0, there exist xo G M, constant C > 1 such 
that Vx G M, we have |J^ (cr)| < C\K{cF')\, where cr, cr' are plane sections at x 
containing the tangent vector of the geodesic joining x^ to x. Note that in case the 
sectional curvature is bounded by two negative constants, the above conditions 
are automatically satisfied. Furthermore, the above assumptions can be relaxed 
by requiring only a uniformly equivalent metric satifies the above (Corollary 1.1). 
So, the method used in this paper in fact gives a generalization of the results on 
:Anc], [Sull:. 
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In the second part of this paper, we will discuss positive harmonic functions on 
Cartan-Hadamard manifolds with sectional curvature bounded by two negative 
constants. R.S. Martin ([Mar]) introduced the idea of Martin boundary and 
gave a representation formula for positive harmonic functions on a domain Q C 
股3 with positive Green's functions in the early 40's. He showed that if u is 
a positive harmonic function on M, then 3 a positive Borel measure |j. on the 
Martin boundary M such that 
u{x) = lK{x,y)dfj.{y), 
JM 
where K{x^ y) is a kernel function, x G M, y G M. 
However, such // is not unique unless we restrict to a subset of M which 
corresponds to the set of the so called minimal positive harmonic functions. The 
Martin boundary is defined in terms of the limiting behaviour of the normalized 
Green's function. In the case of the unit disc in R^, the representation formula 
is just the Poisson formula. The idea of Martin can be generalized to a Cartan-
Hadamard manifold M. One then asked whether such a formula is true for such 
an M with —a? < K^: < -6^ < 0. In [A-S], Anderson and Schoen showed that 
on such a manifold, there is a homeomorphism between the Martin boundary M 
and the geometric boundary M(oo). In fact, one can show that M(oo) possesses 
a C^ structure, where 0 < a < 1, depending only on the dimension of M and the 
----.^  -----^  
sectional curvature bounds. Then, since M is homeomorphic to M(oo), M also 
possesses a C^ structure and we also have a representation formula for positive 
harmonic functions on the geometric boundary. Moreover, each point on M{oo) 
corresponds to a minimal positive harmonic function. 
The third part of this paper is a discussion on generalizing the idea of Martin 
boundary to the parabolic Martin boundary. Using this, Freire ([Fre]) studies 
positive harmonic functions on a product of manifolds M = Mi x M2, where 
Ml and M2 are complete, non-compact manifolds with Ricci curvature bounded 
below. He proved that: 
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(i) Each minimal positive harmonic function f on M splits as a product 
f{x) = K'^{x')K^^{x'), 
where A^  > Ao(M^), K � e M^(M^) for i = 1, 2, and Ai + A2 = 0. 
(ii) Conversely, each product as above is a minimal positive harmonic function 
on M. 
In case f is bounded, if Ai and A2 are the Laplacian operators on Mi and 
M2 respectively, we have A i / 二 A2/ = 0. 
Chapter 1 
DlRICHLET PROBLEM AT INFINITY 
1 . 1 THE GEOMETRIC BOUNDARY 
In this chapter, we will discuss how we can solve the Dirichlet problem for har-
monic functions at infinity on a complete non-compact manifold M with certain 
curvature . Let us first define the geometric boundary of a complete non-compact 
manifold. 
DEFINITION 1 .1 . Let M he a complete non-compact Riemannian manifold. The 
geometric boundary is defined to be the set of all equivalent classes of geodesic rays 
on M, where two geodesies 71，72 : [0，00) ~> M are equivalent iff \^i{t) — 72(t)| < 
C for some constant C independent oft. The geometric boundary ofM is denoted 
by M(oo). 
M U M(oo), together with the cone topology, gives a compactification of 
M: Let Cxoiy,G) be a cone at xo G M with direction v G T^oM and angle 
9, i.e., Cxo{v, 0) = {x e M : Z^^(f, T^ox) < 没，where T_ is the tangent vec-
tor of the unique minimizing geodesic joining xo and x}. Let TxQ(ji,Q,B)= 
CxQ (V, 0)\B(xo, R) denote a truncated cone. T^；。(i;, 6^ R) together with the geodesic 
balls Bx{r), r > 0, x G M form a local basis for the cone topology. Let 
( : [ 0 , 1 ] — [0, 00] be a fixed homeomorphism. The map E�:Bi C Tx^M — M 
9 
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given by E^^ {v) = ea:p;ro(C(IM)w) is a homeomorphism of the open unit ball Bi in 
TxoM onto M. Further, E�extends to a homeomorphism of the sphere Si = dBi 
onto M(oo). We can see that the cone topology is well defined, i.e., independent 
of the bas point XQ (see [E-0]) so that M(oo) gives a topological compactification 
of M. 
Consider on an n-dimensional complete, simply connected Riemannian man-
ifold M with non-positive sectional curvature, the geometric boundary can be 
identified with a sphere, we call it the sphere at infinity (if we fix an origin in M, 
then, in each equivalent class of geodesic rays, there is one and only one repre-
sentative starting at that point). In case of -h^ < KM < —o? < 0, M(oo) itself 
admits a C" structure. 
PROPOSITION 1 .1 . Let M^ he a complete, simply connected negatively curved 
manifold with —00 < -b^ < Ku < -a^ < 0. Then the geometric boundary 
M(oo) is a well-defined C^-structure, a — |. 
We need the following Lemmas first: 
LEMMA 1 .1 . Let AABC be a geodesic triangle in M with p{A, B) = r, p{A, C)= 
a, p{B, C) 二 <s and ZA 二 Q, then, 
cosh as 
cos 6 > cotn ar cotn aa — — sinn ar sinn aa 
cosh bs cos 9 < cotn br cotn hcr r ^ — — . , , sinn or smn ba 
where p is the distance function on M. 
Proof of Lemma 1.1. Consider on the unit disk D = {z G C : |z| < 1} with the 
metric 
" ' = ^ ^ i r W — " 2 ) 
evaluating at r G D. 
Let 7(t) = {txo,tyo). Then, Y(t) = xo^ + Vo^- Hence, 
|7乂力)|2 = xgpn + yl922 = {4 + " g ) d ( i — f2(tg + ^))2，0 < t < 1. 
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f\j\t)\dt = [ h 2|r! �\dt 
Jo U � Jo a{l-t^\r\^) 
1, l + |r| 
= - l o g  
a 1 — r 
Therefore, define the distance function p(0, r) to be ^ log ^ ^ 
Now, WLOG, suppose ri is real, r2 = |r2|e'^ . Let a = /9(O,r1) 二 i l o g ^ ^ , 6 = 
p(0, r2) 二 ^ l o g ^ ^ . Then, n 二 tanh^, |r2| = t a n h f . Consider the isometry 
on D, 
“ � ^ - ^ 1 
/ �= r z T ^ ， 
let s = p(r1,r2). Then 
s = p(r1,r2) = p(0, 1厂2_二) 
1 1 + f ^ ^ 丄 1 l-rir2 
= : l o g i _ | p | . 
l-rir2 
Therefore, |f^^| 二 tanh^, 
‘ 丄一7*17-2 2 
2 as r2|e^^ — ri|2 tann — = — ：^ 2 |l_ri|r2|e"|2 
|r2| cos 6 — ri + i|r2| sin0|2 
1 — r1|r2| cos 0 — <r1|r2| sin^p 
(|r2| cos0 — r*i)2 + (|r2| sin0)2 
(1 — ri |r*21 cos OY + (r1|r21 sin OY 
r2|2 — 2ri|r*2| cos0 + r\ 
1 — 2r*i|r"2| cos0 + r^|r2p 
1 — 1 tanh^ f 
cosh as 1 + tanh^ y 
= ( l - r f ) ( l - h p ) 
(l + rf ) ( l + |r2|2)-4r1|r2|cos6> 
— ( l - t a n h 2 f ) ( l - t a n h 2 f )  
— ( 1 + tanh^ f^)(l + tanh^ f ) - 4tanh 管 tanh f cos 6. 
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Hence, 
, / , 2 ^ ^ . 1 2 ^ ^ \ / T 2 ^ ^ . T 2 ^^ \ 
cosh as 二 (cosh " ^ + smh - ) ( c o s h — + sinh — j -
z z z z 
. aa . a6 aa a6 4 sinn — sinn — cosh — cosh — cos d 
L Zi Z Z 
= c o s h aa cosh a6 — sinh acr sinh a6 cos 6 
Therefore, 
cosh as 
cos 0 二 coth acr cotn ao — ———-
smn aa sinn ao 
The lemma then follows by applying Toponogov's Comparison Theorem. • 
LEMMA 1 . 2 . Let 0, xi, X2 be 3 points in M with p{0,xi) = p{O,x2) = r, 7^ he 
the geodesic ray from 0 to Xi, i = 1, 2, 0 be the angle between 7¾ at 0. Then for 
r large enough and 6 small enough, we have, 
2r + - ( log^ - 1) < p(xi, X2) < 2r + ^ log^ + 1) 
a 0 
Proof of Lemma 1.2. Putting a = r and p{x1,x2) = s in the first part of Lemma 
1.1, we have 
cos 6 sinh^ ar > cosh^ ar — cosh as 
二 1 + sinh^ ar — cosh as. 
Therefore, cosh as — 1 > sinh^ ar(l — cosO) 
/ a^ —as \ 2 
gas _^  g-as e ^ - 2 + e—as l e ^ - e ^ ^^ 
l.h.s.= 1 = = 2~~" =2sinh y . 
Hence, 4 sinh^ 警 > sinh^ ar • 2(1 — cos 0). 
Next, consider 
严 e—肌=2. -e^^-^ e—ar 
2 
> 2 C i f i 
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for some 1 < Ci < f , r large enough. Hence, ^ ^ > e^^-\ Then, 
(n2 4^ nQ \ 
^ - 4 [ + ^ - - ) 
=C?^^Hh2C?(4 + ^ - . . . ) > . ^ 
for Q small enough. Therefore, we choose 1 < C < |. We have, for r large enough, 
0 small enough, sinh^ ar • 2(1 - cos^) 二 ' ' ^ ^ / ^ . 2C\l - cosO) > e^^—D^^ 
Hence, 4sinh^ ^ > e2K-i)6l2 
‘ 2 — 
21og(e^ -e-^) > 2(ar - 1) + 2 log 6 = 2ar + 2(log 6 - 1) 
2 1 o g ( e ^ - e " ^ ) 二 21og(e¥(l — e—as))=as + 21og(l — e — ” S a s 
Therefore, we get 
s > 2r + - ( l o g 6 > - l ) 
CL 
Using similar arguments as above, we have 
ho 
4sinh^y < sinh2 6r.2( l -cos6>) 
( V p-^ nV f0^^2f 没4?6 \\ 
= U ^ V V + H " ^ ^ " ' 7 J 
< ! e 2 ¥ 
— 4 
2 1 o g ( e * - e ^ ) < 26r + 2(log6>) - l o g 4 
6s + 21og( l -e^") < 26r + 2(log6> + l ) - 2 - l o g 4 
s < 2r + ^ (log^ + 1) + ^ ( - 2 - l og4-21og (l - e"^^)) 
Since as r ~ > 0 0 , s — p[xi^ X2) ~ > 0 0 , log(l — e-b” 一 0 is small comparing with 
r, we have 
5 < 2 r + ^(log^ + l ) , 
for s large enough. • 
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Proof of Proposition 1.1. Let xi, X2 G M, v, w e T^^jM, \v\ = \w\ = 1, 0 denote 
the angle between v and w at 0. Let 7^(t), 7^(t) be geodesic rays at xi with 
tangent vectors v, w respectively. Then, by Lemma 1.2, for t large enough, 
p{t) = pMi)nw{t)) < 2 t+ ^(log^ + 1) 
Let 7^(t), 7^(t) be geodesic rays at X2 such that %[ti) = 7v(i), lw{t2) = lw{^-
WLOG, suppose t2 < h. 
p(t2) = p(%(t2),%(t2)) 
> 2t2 + -logOt--
a a 
- l o g Oi < p{t2) - 2t2 + -
a a 
Where % is the angel between %{ti) and 7^(t2) at X2. Note that using triangle 
inequalities, we have, 
t < t2 + p(x1,x2) , ti < t + p{x1,x2) 
••• -t2 < -t + p{xi, x2) , h - t2 < 2p{xi, x2) 
Therefore, 
- l og6 i < p{i) + (ti - t2) - 2t + 2p{xi,x2) + -
a a 
_ 2 
< p{t)-2t^Ap{x1,x2) + -
a 
_ 2 - /2 2 \ 
< 2 f + - l o g 6 > - 2 t + T + - + 4p(^1.^2) 
0 \o a J 
~ d ~ 
Hence, log^t < - log 9 + C(a, 6, p{xi, x2)) 
k < Ci6>t 
• 
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1 . 2 DlRICHLET PROBLEM 
The Dirichlet problem of harmonic functions with prescribed boundary data at 
the geometric boundary is interesting in geometry and analysis, it was solved in 
various dimensions with different curvature requirements. 
In [Sull], Sullivan uses probabilistic approach, solved the problem on a simply 
connected manifold with sectional curvature bounded by two negative constants. 
In [And], Anderson solved the problem independently under the same assump-
tions by a more geometric approach in the same line as in [Cho] for rotational 
symmetric metric. 
In [A-S], the problem under a requirement of pinching by two negative con-
stants was solved by estimating the Hessian and gradient of the radial extension 
of the boundary data. 
In this section, we will follow the method of Cheng, which solved this problem 
in a more general setting [Che]. We will first give an L^ estimation: 
PROPOSITION 1 .2 . Let M be a complete non-compact manifold. Assume that 
Ai(M) > 0. Suppose Vt is a compact sub domain ofM such that dQ^ smooth. Let 
f e C^{M) and u satisfies 
‘ A u = - A / n , � 
(1.1) 
u = o dn 
V 
Then，for p > 2, 
[M” < c [ i v / r , 
Jn Jn 
where c is a positive constant depending only on p and Ai(M). 
Proof. Multiplying (sgnii)|n| "^^  to 1.1, we get 
(sgni^ )|^ i|^ "^ V x^ == -(sgnti)|ii|^"^V/ 
I \u\P-^ V\u\ = -(sgnu) I \u\P-^ Vf 
Jn Jn 
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Therefore, 
{\u\P-^V\u\)U - /nVM ((p - l)\u\P-^V\u\) 
=( " ( sgn^) [\ur'^f)\on - / ^ V / ( ( p - l ) H ^ - 2 V H ) ] 
Hence, 




< 1 [ MP-2(|VM|2 + |V/|2) 
丄Jn 
Finally, we have 
[\u\P-^\V\u\\'< f M"|V/|2 
Jn Jfi 
Consider l.h.s. of the inequality, 
4 [ |VM5|2 = 4 [ ^ ( M S - i f | v H p = = [ | < - ^ | V H P < [ \ur'Mu\\' 
p' Jn p2 人 4 ^ ) Jn - Jn 
r.h.s.: 
[(i^n^dv/n? < ([ |t,|^ ) ‘ ([ i v / r ) ‘ 
Jn \Jn / \Jn J 
Therefore, 
4 f 4 fo V u 2 2 r 
^Xr{M) / ^r < 4 ^ ~ ~ " T Y / M' 
f Jn P^ LIM2|2 九 





p - 2 2 / r \ V ( f \p 
< / |^ |^  / \vf\p 
\Jn ) KJn ) 
Thus, 
/ j ^ ( i ^ ) 7 j -
• 
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THEOREM 1 . 1 . Assume A i ( M ) > 0. Let f e C^{M)J^\Vf\P < + o o for 
p > 2, UR satisfies AuR = - A / on B{xo, R) and UR = 0 on dB{xo, R) for 
Xo e M, R > 0. Then, 3 a subsequence of {uR} that converges uniformly on 
compact subsets to a smooth function u on M such that Au = —Af on M and 
Iu M” < + � 
We'll first prove the following: 
CLAIM 1 . 1 . \/n CC M, sup^ \uR + /1 < C(^1); ft CC M, where C{Q) is a 
constant depends on Vt only. 
Proof. Let 0 CC M, Ric(Q) > —K. Since u is non-negative and sub-harmonic 
on M, for r G (0, |), we have, by sub-mean value inequality ([S-Y] Page 77), 
sup |以丑|2 < C iT -C2( l+v /^^ )^^ [ \un\'dV 
B{{l-r)R) ^y^) JB{R) 
=C[T,K,R,B[R)) f |^|2(A/ 
JB{R) 
Since 17 is compact, we can choose a finite cover of Vt by balls. Hence, we can 
choose a constant C^ (^ "2) depending on Vt only such that 
sup \uB^^ < C{Q) 
n 
R large enough. • 
Proof of Theorem. Now, we have A{uR+f) = 0, UR = 0 on dB{xo, R) for xo G M 
fixed and sup5(^,^ \u\ bound by a constant depending only on R. Using Schauder 
interior estimates ([G-T] Page 89), first, second and third derivatives of UR + f 
are also bounded on compact sets. Then, the Arzela Ascoli's Theorem implies 
that there exists a limit, say, u + f of {uji + /}i?—oo such that A{u + / ) = 0. 
Since f G C^{M) and /^\Vf\P < +oo, prop 1.2 implies 
[MP < C{p,X,{M)) [ |v/r 
JM JM 
< Cl. 
where Ci is a constant. Therefore, j^ \u\P bounded on M. • 
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We will now show under certain assumptions that u + f obtained from the 
previous section assumes the boundary data. Using the property / ^ \u\P < +oo, 
we will show that u{x) — 0 as x — oo. 
THEOREM 1.2. Suppose 3 5 i > 0 such that V(/> G C^{M), &(/似浏托)去 < 
J^\V4>\, Hi = ^ , u hounded in LP{M) with Au = - A / such that |V/| G LP is 
hounded forp > 2. Then, 3 constant 6 G (0,1) such that for z G M, 7¾ ^  (0,1)； 
Ro > 0，we have for R G (0, Ro), 
sup \u\P < - ^ ( [ M �， 
B{z,ToR) ^0 ^^ KJB{zo,R) J 
where C is a constant depending on n, p, Ro, sup^ \u\, supjy^ 1^/1； /财1以1〜 
/Miv/r 
Proof. WLOG, assume that |^ i| < 1, / \u\P < 1，we have Au = - A / . Suppose r] 
is a cut-off function, then, 
I r]^{sgnu)\u\^-^Au= / -r]^{sgnu)\u\^-^Af,q> 2. 
Jo, Jn 
l.h.s. 二 /^7y2(sgm/)MH^ - /^ < V(rj'(sgnu)lu|^-',Vu > 
Suppose Q large enough such that rj is zero at dVt, denote 1^ + and 0_ be subsets 
of VL such that u is positive and negative respectively, then, 
l.h.s. = —[ <V(77V"i),Vt^>+ [ <V{rj^{-uy-^),Vu> 
Jn+ Jn_ 
=—/ 2r]u^-^ < •", Vu > - / {q — l)r]\^-^ < •", Vu > 
Jfi+ Jn+ 
+ [ 2f]{-uy-^ < •", V^ > + I {q — l)r]^{-uy-^ < •"，V^ > 
JQ- Jri-
= - 2 / r]{sgnu)\u\^~^ < Vr],Vu > 
Jn 
-{q - 1) / r]^{sgnu)\u\^~^ < V(sgn^), Vu > 
JQ 
Similarly, 
r.h.s. = 2 / r){sgnu)\u\^-^ < Vr/, V / > +(g - 1) / ri^{sgnu)\u\^-^ < V / , V | ^ � . 
jQ Jn 
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Then, 
{q - 1) / r]^{sgnu)\u\^~^ < V|i/|,Vt^ > 
Jn 
= { q - l ) [ "VHVM|2 
Jn 
= - ( q - 1) [ r]^{sgnu)\u\^-^ < V / , V H > - 2 / r]{sgnu)\u\^-^ < Vrj,Vf > 
Jn Jn 
- 2 / r]{sgnu)\u\^~^ < Vr],Vu > 
Jn 
< {q-l) [ 77>|^-2|V/| • |Vn| + 2 / " M ' - i | V " | . | V / | 
U^ � L7^ ^ -
+ 2 / r]\u\^-^\Vr]\ • \Vu\ 
Jn 」 
< {q — 1) ( [ rj'\ur'\VfA 2 ( [ 77>r-2|Vi/p^ 2 + 2 ( [ 7 / > r - ' | V / p ) ‘ 
\jQ / \JQ J \Jn / 
X ( [ k n V 7 7 | 2 V + 2 f [ v '\ur '\Vu\ 'y ( [ M l V r y p V 
XJQ ) \Jn / \Jn ) 
< (g-l) ( /户昨 /丨 2 ) + ¥ (丄 ^；、 | "叫 
+ ( 1 1 ) ( / / | 作 / | 2 ) + 规 丨 省 ） 
+ f ( / / l f W ) + A ( i j < v " | 2 ) 
. ^ [r]'\ur'\Vu\'<2{q-l) [ v ' W l ^ f l ' ^ ^ [ H l V 7 7 p , g > 2 
2 Jo Jn Q -丄 Jn 
Note that |VMi|2 = {l\u\i-^W\u\)' = ^M^-^|VMp < ( g - l ) > | " | V M | 2 , 
then, 
|r/2|v|^|f|2 < { q - l f J v'Wr'M^W' 
=2〜-1)[¥/射-补1|2 
< 4{q-lfJ ryV|t|V/P + 10 J \u\^\Vr]\^ 
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Consider for some s > 0, 
V{r]^\u\^)\ < 2Ti\u\^\Vr]\ + qr]^\u\^~^\V\u\ 
=2r]\u\^\Wr}\ + 2r}^\u\^ (||w|?—i|V|ix||� 
=2|ii|2|Vry| . r]\u\^ + 27y|V|i^ |^ | .咖|号 
< €\u\^\Vr]\^ + -V^\u\^ + er]^\V\u\^^ + -r]^\u\^ 
2 
二 £"2|v|u|f|2 + -r]^\u\^^e\u\^\Vrj\^. 
已 
By hypothesis, we have, 
^ { [ (MT) ^ 
KjB{z,eR) ) 




n 「 2 -
< / eri^\V\u\^\^ + -7f\u\^^e\u\^\Vr]\^ 
— J M L S � 
< 4e[q-lff ry2|<-2|v/|2 + iOe, I^NVryp + - [ rj^\u\^^6 f M'|V"|2 
JM JM S JM JM 
=ArR{q - l f [ | ^ r ' l V / p + ^ [ \u\^ + llrR [ M , " P 
JB{z,{e+r)R) TK JB{z,{e+T)R) JM 
< ^rR{q - lf [ W | V / P + ^ [ M?, 
JB{z,{e+r)R) 丁 代 JB{z,{e+T)R) 
‘ 1 for d{x, z) < OR 
taking r]{x) 二 0 for d[x, z) > (0 + r)R 
(0+丁)丑:咖,,) otherwise 、 rR 
V / f ( |V/ \^ f f |V/ V 
Now, consider = ^ < 1, then, for p < q, / =77- < / ^77-sup|V/| J Vsup|V/ J J VsupV/乂 
Hence, J |V/|^ < (sup |V/|)^-^ f |V/| ,^ which implies 
2 2— H 
(/ |V/|^ )^  < (sup|V/|)2(i、）||V/||p—g = K constant depending on sup |V/|, ||V/||p. 
Also, p < q => \u\^ < \u\P =^ J \u\^ < f \u\P < 1 =^ f \u\^ < (f M ” ^ 
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Now, we have, 
( / ( M ” f , f ^ , ^ J ^ . K ) ( J l u , f 
KjB{z,eR) / V^^^1 ^1 / KJB{z,{e+r)R J 
q-2 
< ^ ( l 3 + 4(g-l)Vi?^-X)(/ \uA ‘ 
rKbi XJB(z,e+r)R / 
For To e (0,1) fixed, take 6>o = 1,氏+i = ^ - n+i, qi = j m � T i = f . Then, 
1 fi2 
([ wrY < - ^ ( i 3 + 4 ( g , - i ) ^ E ^ i ^ ) f / \u\A “ 
KJB{z,ei+iR) / n+i^^i KJB{z,eiR) ) 
g,:_2 
< 丄 { [ M—'、 
Ti+lR KjB{z,9iR) ) 
1 VK^-2 
, . ( f \ur-y < 2 - 4 (/ H - ) - ' 
KjB{z,ei+^R) J ToK \JB{z,eiR) ) 
VK^-2 
= 2 - ^ [ ( / M- )1 P 
ToK [ KJB{z,9iR) / 
If we denote Ii = ( / \u\^ ^ ) , 
XJB{z,eiR) / 
, < , ^ ( c y ^ 
1糾-2^ (,^J It 
^ ^j2iJ^-^) f c \^-o(^^) nuo(^) 
- 2 、 ' 1 ¾ .'。 
Take z 一 ⑵，Er=o { ^ • 穿 ) = - 2 , Er=o [ 去 销 = - A l s o , ^ e 
(0,l),VkeN ^ “11二。(销“0,1). 
That is, 
sup \ u \ P i K f l u A ^ 6 e { 0 A ) 
B{z,{l-ro)R) 丁 0 尺 yjB(z,R) J 
• 
We will now discuss the solvability of the Dirichlet problem at infinity under 
various assumption on M. The following is due to Cheng [Che . 
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THEOREM 1 . 3 . Suppose M^ complete, non-compact, Ricci curvatures hounded 
from below, Ai(M) > 0 and inf^ ^^ M \B{x,r)\ > 0，Vr > 0. Given a hounded 
smooth function f on M with |V/| hounded and f^ |V/|^ < oo for some p > 2. 
Then, 3u G C°°(M) so that A{u + f) = 0 on M, / ^ \u\P < oo and u{x) 一 0 as 
X — oo. 
Proof. By adding a constant, we may assume that f is positive. Theorem 1.1 
implies that 3u G C°^(M) such that A{u + / ) = 0 on M and / ^ |^ |^  < oo. Since 
UR + fldB{xo,R) 二 f > 0 => UR + f > 0 on B{xo, R). Also, u + f is the limit 
of a subsequence of {uR + / } defined on M. Therefore, we have u + f > and 
is bounded on M. This implies 3Ci constant such that !^(^,+/)1 < Ci. Then, 
u + f 
Vnp < \V{u + /)|2 < Ci{u + /)2 < C2, i.e., |Vi^ | < C3. Now, we want to prove 
that u(x) — 0 as x — 00. 
Suppose 3xn G M such that u{xn) ~h • as x^ 一 oo, i.e., 3^ > 0 such that 
u{xn) > e > 0 Vn G N, then, for x e B{xn, ^), 
Hx)-u{xn)l<j^ ^ ^ ( 7 W ) <|^^ul<J^C = Cl<C-^ = '-, 
where 7(t) is the minimal geodesic joining x 二 7(0) and Xn 二 7(0. 
We then have, 
1 . ) 刚 ” ^  © ' — - ^ ) | ^ K (D^ > 0,K = 恶 ― ， ^ ) | > 0. 
J ri{Xn,^) 
WLOG, we can choose {xn} such that B{xn,泰)门 B{xm,晏)=4>- Thus, 
[\u\P > V [ H^>f2^(^y = ^' 
JM ^ JB{x^,^) n = i \” 
This contradiction shows that u[x) — 0 as x 一 oo. • 
Next, we have the following result by Anderson, Sullivan and Ancona. 
THEOREM 1 . 4 . Suppose ( M ^ , ds^) is a complete, simply connected Riemannian 
manifold such that the sectional curvatures KM satisfies -b^ < K^: < —o? < 0. 
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Let ds^ be another metric on M uniformly equivalent to dl\ i.e., 3A > 0 such 
that \ds^ < ds^ < Ads^. Then, for f continuous on M{oo), 3u G C^{M)门 
C^(MUM(oo)) such that 
卜 0 ， M (12) 
u = f , M(oo) 
\ 
where A is the Laplacian operator of (M, ds^). 
Proof. WLOG, suppose f is positive. Extend f to (M, ds^) w.r.t. Xo G M such 
that outside a compact set in M, it is radially constant. Then, with the curvature 
assumptions of (M, ds^), we can prove that \Vdpf\ is of exponential decay and 
in LP for p large enough (see Theorem 1.5). Now, ds^ uniformly equivalent to ds^ 
implies that \Vds^ f\ is also of exponential decay and is in U" for p large enough. 
Also, the curvature assumptions on (M, dP) implies Ai(M, ds^) > 0, which also 
implies that Xi{M, ds^) > 0. Theorem 1.1 now implies 3v G C°^{M) such that 
V is positive, Ad52(v + / ) = 0 on (M, ds^) and v G L^(M, ds^). Now, the curva-
ture assumptions on (M, ds^) implies the existence of the Sobolev constant, i.e. 
n - l 
3Si such that Si ( / ^ 4>^j “ < / ^ |V0|, • smooth on (M, ds^). ds^ uniformly 
equivalent to ds^ implies the existence of Si on (M, ds^). Hence, applying The-
orem 1.2 on (M, ds^) shows that v{x) ~> 0 as x — 00. Write u = v + / . Then, 
Atx 二 0, u(x) — f as X ^ 00 and u G L^(M, ds^). • 
We will now generalize the problem by assuming a more general curvature 
assumption. 
LEMMA 1 .3 . Let M, Mo be Riemannian manifolds, 7 , 70 ： [0, /] — M, Mo be 
normalized geodesies. For t G [0, /]； X G M^{t), o^ ^ (M 7^o(t), let K{a), i^ o(c^ o) 
denote the sectional curvatures of the plane sections spanned by X； 7'(t) and Xo； 
7o(t) respectively. Assume that K{a), Ko{ao) < 0, |i^ o(<^ o) < C\K{a)\, C > 1 a 
constant independent oft, a, o*o. Let V, % be Jacobi fields along 7, 70 such that 
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y(0) =^ yo(0) 二 0，V'{0)丄 7'(0), %(0)丄 7(>(0) and ||V^ '(0)|| = ||V^ (0)||. Then, 
-• |^(�|j~ is an increasing function oft. 
Proof. Fix h e [0, 0, define Wt^t) = ^ , (^o)t, = ^ ¾ . Consider 
d ,1 .,, 2� d l<V{tlV{t)>] 2<V{t)X{t)> 
3 ( l o g _ | ) = ^ l o g 丨 丨 看 _ = < 乂 ( 侧 〉 
d ,1 „. 2� 2<Vo{t),Vi{t)> 
3(log|l%ll) = <Vo(t),Vo(t)> 
Now, ||VF(ti)|| = 1, consider at ti, 
1 (log||^|2) = 2<V,T/'> 
d 、 ， J <V,V> ti t 
=2<w,w'>1^ = 2J^' <p^,vp^'y 
= 2 p < w', w' > + < v^ , w > 
广1 
=2 / < W', W' > -K{a) < W, W > 
Jo 
=2 /1 <W\W'>-K{a)\\W\\^ 
Jo 
i (log||Wo||2) = 2 f^W; , ,W; ,> -Ko{ao )WWoW' 
dt ti Jo 
Let {ei,..., 6n}, {ei,..., en} be orthonormal frames along 7，70 respectively. Sup-
pose W{t) = E W'{t)ci. Let l^o(t) = E W%t)ei along 7。. Then, < V o^, ^ o � = < 
V^，P^  >, < Wo\ Wo >=< W', W'�. 
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A Let a be the plane section spanned by Wo and 7 .^ Then, 
1 ^ / | Q ^ X 
2^V f ^ / 
=C r (< W',W' > -K{a)WWf) — [ 1 (< W(,,W(, > -Ko{<Jo)WWoW^) 
Jo Jo 
二 c j t : (< Wo\Wo > -Ko{ao)\\Wof)^cJ^'(瓜⑷丨购广—/^⑷丨丨則广） 
— r (< W&WJ > -Ko(ao)WWoW') 
Jo 
> {C - 1) [ 1 (< Wo\ Wo > -Ko{ao)WWof) 
Jo \ 
+C r (AO^)||V^o||2-i^WI|,||2) 
Jo \ , 




since \\Wo\\ = \\W\\^. ti arbitrary = > done. 
• 
We have the following generalization of the result of Anderson, Sullivan and 
Ancona by Cheng [Che . 
THEOREM 1 .5 . Suppose M complete, simply connected with non-positive curva-
ture and Ai(M) > 0. Assume that 3xo G M, constant C > 1 such that Vx G M, 
we have \K{a)\ < C\K{a')\, where a, a' are plane sections at x containing the 
tangent vector of the geodesic joining xo to x. Then, for f continuous on M{oo), 
3u e C^{M)门 C^{M U M(oo)) such that 
卜 二 0 , M (13) 
u = f , M(oo) 
V 
Proof. First assume f is smooth. Extend f to a smooth function on M such that 
for some xo e M, f is radially constant w.r.t. Xo outside B{xo, |). We want 
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to prove that |V/| bounded on M and |V/| G i7(M). Let Ju, ^R- be Jacobi 
fields on M and R^  respectively such that JM(0) 二 JRn(0) = 0, 7 (^0)丄 J^ n(0), 
J]^(0)| = |J4n(0)|. Rauch comparison Theorem then implies {Jul > |^R-. 
Define j{x) = inf{\\V{r)\\ : V is a Jacobi field along exppvv = 7(r), V (^0) = 0, 
J^ 
y'(0)| 二 1，V'{0)丄 7乂0)}. First, we will show that |V/| < - ^ : f radially 
J\^) 
constant, i.e., Vz, | ^ < C. Now, |V/p 二 g” ( ^ | ^ ^ ) , M 二 1，...,n — 1. 
p^  / Q r \ 2 ^ 
Choose — 二 • / , |V/p(x) = "11 ( ^ ) < ~ " ^ , X 二 (r, 6>i,..., 6> _^i) in geodesic 
dO^ \de^J gn{oo) 
polar coordinates. Now, 
d d 
9ii = < {dexpp)^^ 硕，{dexpp)^^ 硕 > 
1 d 2 d 2 
二 h w (如工外)〜厂子 
T 。口 洲1 
i 2 
={dexp,l^r^ > f{x) 
W^ 
j{ 
Hence V / < ——-.Therefore, comparing with Jacobi fields on W , we have 
’ —j{x) 
A A 
V / < < . Hence, |V/| decays uniformly to zero. 
—j{x) — C2t 
Next, we want to prove that |V/| G U". Consider for x G M, let 7(t) be the 
unit speed geodesic joining 7(O) = rr。，7(O = ^- Define F = {V{t) : V(t) is a 
Jacobi field on 7, V (^0) = 0, |y (^0)| = 1, ^ ( 0 )丄 7'(0)}, J(^) = ^^PveF |7(OI, 
j{x) = infyeF |v(^) • 
Consider the Jacobian of the exponential map: 
m 二 $ i J i C O A � A J n - i W i 
= ^ d e t { < J i , J j > { t ) ) . . 
=j^det(Ji,...,Jn—i) 
=^\Jl\-'\Jn-l\ < :^Jn-l{x) 
Hence, / gdV < / gJ^~^{x)drd9 for g integrable. 
JM JM 
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jCf^) 
Using Lemma 1.3, we have � is an increasing function ofthe distance function 
^{^) 
p{x,Xo). Then, for x outside B(xo, |), we have, 
作 ) > 广 • 作 ) . j ^ . < ffi 
-TTV - � 1 = sup -|j^ =4> J[x) < ~~^ 




[ | V / | W < r [ ~^�.r—i�r,e)dedr 
J Jo人-1外,没） 
< C r [ f^^'-^^-P{r,0)d0dr 
Jo Jsn-i 
Since we have j(r, 6) > C)r, then, choose p large enough such that C{n-l)-p < 
- 2 < 0. Then, 
J | V / l W < cJ^ 义 ‘dMr < oo 
Hence, |V/| G U\ 
Then, Theorem 1.1 implies 3u G C°°(M), / ^ \u\P < oo such that A(tz + / ) = 0, 
V /| decays uniformly to zero = > |V/| bounded. K^j < 0 = ^ 3Si Sobolev 
constant. By Theorem 1.2, we have u{x) — 0 as x — oo. 
Now, suppose fn smooth on M such that fn — f. Then, 3un G C°°(M) such 
that 
产 = 0 , M (1.4) 
Un = fn ’ M{00) 
\ 
By Arzela Ascoli,s Theorem, 3u such that w„ — u, passing to subsequence if 
necessary. Using maximum principle on harmonic functions, 
sup \Un - Um\{x) < SUp |/„ — /m|(X) 
xeM xeM{oc) 
Taking n — oo, 
sup \u - Um\{x) < sup | / - / m | 0 ^ ) 
xeM xGM{oo) 
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Take x 一 M(oc), 
U-Um{x)l ^ \u-fm\{oc) < SUp 丨/ — /爪丨⑷ 
xeM{oo) 
Now take m — oo, l.h.s. 一 \u - /|(x), x G M(oo), r.h.s. — 0. Hence u 二 f on 
M(oo). Using Schauder Estimates, 
|Au = 0 , M (15) 
[ u = f , M(oo) 
• 
COROLLARY 1 . 1 . Suppose that ( M , ds^) is the same as in Theorem 1.5 and that 
(M, dsj) is uniformly equivalent to (M, ds^). Then, on (M, dsj), the Dirichlet 
problem at infinity can be solved. 
Chapter 2 
THE MARTIN BOUNDARY 
The Martin boundary was first introduced by Robert S. Martin during the early 
40's. In [Mar], Martin developed an abstract boundary for M = M ,^ the Martin 
boundary M, and an integral representation formula for a non-negative harmonic 
function u. It states that there exists a measure /^  such that 
u{x) = _K[x,y)d|4y) 
JM 
This …determined by u is unique iff u is minimal, i.e., if v is also a non-negative 
harmonic function such that v < u, then v = ku, where k is a constant. In 
the following sections, we will follow the original idea of Martin to develop this 
representation formula. 
Let M be a complete non-compact manifold. In this chapter, we always as-
sume M has a minimal positive Green's function G{x,y), for x, y G M: 
(i) G{x,y) 二 Gy[x) = G{y,x) is harmonic in x on M\{y}, 
(ii) G{x,y)>0, 
(iii) as y — x, p = p{x,y) the distance between x, y, GJjj)�广几 foj. n > 2, 
log ^ for n = 2 
(iv) if GR{x, y) is the positive Green's function defined on B{R) with Gn^x, y) = 0 
on dB{R), G{x,y) = limn—oo OR{x,y). 
2 9 
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Now, for a fixed yo e M, we define a function K{x, y), x, y in M to be 
‘ ^ "“。 
K(^T,y) = 0 x = yo,y^"yo 
1 0C = y = yo 
\ 
Consider a sequence of points {yn] in M, we said that it is fundamental iff the 
corresponding sequence of functions K{x,yn) converges to a harmonic function 
in M. Thus, if {yn} has no accumulation point in M, we can always find a 
subsequence of it such that the subsequence found is fundamental. 
DEFINITION 2 . 1 . The Martin Boundary M ofM is defined to be all equivalent 
classes offundamental sequences which have no limit points in M. 
2 . 1 THE MARTIN METRIC 
"-—^  
In this section, we will define a metric p on M U M such that (M U M, p) is 
compact. 
For yi, y2 e M = M U M, define 
, � f \K{x,yi)-K{x,y2)\ ^^ 
w"i'"2) = A r T M ^ : ^ j ^ ^ ^ , 
where E is some compact set in M. For y G M, K{x, y) is taken to be the limit of 
the corresponding sequence of harmonic functions of any fundamental sequence 
converging to y. 
PROPOSITION 2 . 1 . ( M , p ) is a compact metric space. 
Proof. We want to prove that for a sequence {yn} G M, we can always find a 
subsequence which converges in M. First, suppose that all yn are in M. 
Case 1: There exists an accumulation point y of {yn} in M, then there ex-
ists a subsequence of {yn], say, {^nJ converges to y and hence |i^(x,y^J -
J<[{x y ) — K(x v) 
幻工，"）1 — 0 - ^ — � .N o w , since 丄 + 丨‘二丄丨二丨 < ^ ^ - all k, we 
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have p{yn^,y) — 0 as k ^ oo. 
Case 2: {yn} has no accumulation point in M. Then, we can always find a subse-
quence {pnk} of {Pn} such that K(x,ynJ converges to a harmonic function, say, 
K(x,^) in M. Hence, 
K(a:y ) - K(x ¢) = ^ i ^ l - lim ^ M ^ —0 i^:r,y&) A(x ,5 j G(xo,^.J '^G{xo,y^J 
as k — oo. That is, p{^nk,C) 一 •. 
Now, suppose all yn G M. For each yn, there exists a fundamental sequence 
converging to yn, take ‘ from it such that p("n，‘）< 去.Then, there exists a 
--——^ 
subsequence of {y'^} such that it is fundamental, therefore, y'^ ~^ y G M, 
p{vn, y) < p{vn, y'n) + p^L y) < ^ + K‘，y) — • 
as n — oo. 口 
PROPOSITION 2 . 2 . ( M , p) coincide with the original topology ofM. 
Proof. We want to prove that a sequence converging in (M, p) also converges 
in (M, p) and vice versa. First of all, if yn — ", ^n, V ^ M, clearly we have 
p{yn,y) — 0. 
Now suppose yn G M, p{vn, y) — 0, y e M but yn ~h V- Then, either 
(i) there exists y' G M such that y^^ ^  y' • y for some subsequence of {^nJ-
Therefore, p{ynk,y') — 0. 
(ii) there exists a fundamental subsequence of {yn}, say, {^nJ- Therefore, 
p[yn^,y') ^ 0 for some y' e M. 口 
2.2 THE REPRESENTATION FORMULA 
We will now prove the representation formula for positive harmonic functions, we 
need the followings first: 
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THEOREM 2 . 1 . Let u{x) be positive and superharmonic in M. Let a be a closed 
subset ofM. There exists a function <(x) uniquely defined in M such that 
(a) u*{x) is superharmonic in M, 
(b) ul{x) 二 u{x) on a, 
(c) In M\a, u*{x) is equal to the harmonic function • on M\a such that 伞 = u at 
the boundary point ofM\a lying in M and 0 at other boundary points(infinity). 
For this n*, we have the following properties: 
THEOREM 2 . 2 . (a) u{x) > u*(x) > 0 for all x G M, 
(h) Ifu{x) > v{x), then <(x) > v*{x) for all x G M, 
(c) (^x + <(x)=<(x)+<(x), 
(d) (c . u)*^{x) = c • < ( x ) , c > 0 constant, 
(e) Ifun{x) — u{x) and there exists a superharmonic majorant U{x) to Un{x), 
then {un)U^) — K{x). Lacking the U{x), we still have HmK)J(^) > <(^)； 
(f) Ifa C T, then (<)J(x) = «)；(^ ) = < ( x ) , 
(g) Ifa C T, then u*{x) < < ( x ) . Ifa^ T cr, then < J x ) T < W . 
(h)u:^,{x)<u;{x)^u;{x). 
Detailed proofs of theorem 2.1 and 2.2 can be found in [Mar . 
THEOREM 2 . 3 . Ifu(x) non-negative, superharmonic and continuous in M, a a 
hounded closed subset of M, then, 
K{x) = / K{x,y)dv^[y) 
Ja 
where u^ is a positive finite Borel measure over cr. 
The proof of theorem 2.3 mainly used Riesz's result in a form due to Frostman 
Fro], i.e. the functional 
J{i^) = ^ J J K{x,y)dua{y)du^{x) - J u{x)du{x) 
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is minimized by a unique cr^ n among all non-negative measures v whose total 
mass in cr. 
Now, let G C M, denote by [G] the intersection of M with the p closure of G. 
DEFINITION 2 . 2 . Let u{x) be a non-negative harmonic function in M, A be a 
closed subset ofM. The function UA{x) is defined to be the greatest lower hound 
of u^Q^ {x) as G ranges over all open sets containing A. 
In fact we can show that n^(x) is the limit of u|^ j^(x) for a descending sequence 
of Gn ： 
LEMMA 2.1. Let Gi, G 2 ” . . a descending sequence of open sets which contain A 
and nGn 二 ^ 4. Then, u*CnM)丄 ^^(^)' 
Proof. By definition,以知几](工)is a decreasing function for n. Since u^[Gn]^x) is 
non-negative harmonic on M\[Gn], nneN[Cy =么 v{x) = limtifc^ ]^(a:) is a non-
negative harmonic function on M. Also, v{x) > UA{x). Consider for £ > 0, 3 
open set G D A such that u*^^^ {x) < UA{x) + s. 
We claim that Gn C G for n large. Now, 0 二 A\G = {nG^) \G = fl {^\G). 
Therefore, M 二 U ( & \ G ) � M compact, (G^\G)^ open. Hence, there exists 
finite subcover o fMsuch that M = U^i ( ^ \ G ) ' . That is, 0 = f l [ i { ^ \ G ) = 
( n l i & ) \G = ^\G. Therefore, for n > N, Gn C G. 
Then, i ^ ( T ) > v{x), i.e., v{x) < ^ � < 似 ⑷ + £. Take e — 0，we have 
v{x) = UA{x). 口 
To prove the representation theorem, we need the following properties of UA{x): 
THEOREM 2 . 4 . The function UA{oc) is non-negative harmonic in M and satisfies 
(a) u{x) > UA{x) for all x G M, 
(h) Ifu(x) > v{x) for all x G M, then, UA{x) > VA{x), 
(c) (u + v)A(x) = UA(x) + VA(x); 
(d) (c • u)A{x) = c • UA{x), c > 0 constant, 
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(e)uj^{x) = u{x), 
(f) IfA D B, then (i^s)A(4 =以召⑷， 
(g) IfA D B, then UA(cc) > UB{x). IfAn i A, then UA^{x)丄 UA{x), 
(h) UA+B{x) < UA{x)+UB{x). 
Proof, (a) by definition, UA{x) = inf u*^c^{x) < u{x), 
(b) for G open in M containing A, we have u*^c]i^) > ^¾(^) ^ ^^(^)- Taking 
the infimum of G, we have i^(x) > VA{x), 
(c) take Gn i A open such that OGn = A, 
{u + v)A{x) 二 lim {u + ^ {x) 二 lim ( ^ � + ^ ⑷）=以义⑷ + VA{x), 
(d) (c . u)A{x) 二 inf (c . u)l^^ {x) 二 infc- ^(^；) 二 cinfw；；^] = c • !^⑷，c > 0, 
(e) suppose G ^ M open. Then, M\G C M is p closed and bounded. Therefore, 
M\[G] is bounded, open and interior to M. Since u{x) is harmonic, u*^^{x) 二 u(j:) 
in M\[G]. Take G 丄 M, left hand side tends to uj^{x), 
(f) first of all, we have UB > [UB)B. Suppose H n �B , |, nHn = B. Then, 
{UB)B{X) = {uB)lH^^{x) - Sn{x) = (^)f^.](^) - (^n)fn.](^)-… > 灿 ⑷ " 
7]n{x)-^n{x). Taking n ^ oo, we get (UB)B(oo) > ueix) hence (iXs)s(^) 二 UB^x). 
Finally, ueix) = (us)B(i) < � ) A ( r ) , 
(g) let A D B be closed subsets of M, G ^ A, H D B open in M, then, 
UA{x) = inf^fcr]W 二 infiiJ^](rr) 二 n^O^). Now, let An 1 A, 04n 二 A, G �A 
open, then, (|> = A\G 二（rvU\G 二 n(AA^O. Hence, M = U (A,\G)^ = 
U : 1 {An\Gy. T h e r e f o r e , 0 = n ^ i {An\G) = A ^ G , i.e., A , C G f o r n > N. 
Therefore v{x) = limuA^{x) < ^ ( x ) < UA{x) + s, i.e., v{x) < UA{x). Since 
UA{x) < UAr,(a：^) for all n, we have v{x) 二 ^/义(^:)， 
(h) let G �A , H �B open, K = GUH, [K] = [G]U[i7]. Since ^ ( ^ ) + ¾ ( ^ ) > 
u*^j^^{x). by taking G | A, H 丄 B, K | A U B, we have UA{x) + UB{x) > UAuB{oc), 
• 
THEOREM 2 . 5 . If u{x) is a non-negative harmonic function in M, A C M 
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closed, then, there exists measure |jiA on A such that 
UA{x) = J^K{x,y)dfj.A{y) 
for X e M. 
Proof. Let G 3 A open, xo 贫 G, G 二 p closure of G, a closed in [G]. Then, 
G(jj, xo) positive continuous in a. 
ul{x) = J^G{y,x)dua{y) = J^K{x,y)G{y,xo)du^{y) = J K{x,y)dfi^{y) 
=J_K{x,y)dfj.a{y), 
considering 如 to be a measure over G with total mass in cr and equals <(a^o)-
Now, let cTn T [G], then, <^(x) | ^ W - Since the total mass of ^o-. is bounded 
by u{xo), there exists a weak limit, say, //^ of {ua^} with total mass in G. There-
fore, 
u*G]{x) = j_K{x,y)dfj.G{y) 
Then, let Gn 丄 4 , MCn converges weakly to a measure /^ . Hence, UA{x)= 
f^ K{x,y)d^A{y) with total mass of /M is in A, equals UA(xo). 口 
THEOREM 2 . 6 . Ifu{x) non-negative harmonic in M, then 3 measure “ over M 
such that 
u{x) = _K(x,y)dfjJjj) 
JM 
for X e M. 
Proof. Let G D M, xo 乞 G. 
U\G]{X) 二 I ^ , " ) ^ W " ) 
with total mass of jJic equals UG{xo) < u{xo). Then, let Gn i M, /iCn ~^ M a 
measure over M. Since uc^{x)丄 u^{x) = u{x), therefore, 
u{x) = _K(x,y)dfjJjj) 
JM 
with total mass of fi equals u{xo). • 
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2.3 UNIQUENESS OF REPRESENTATION 
In this section, we will introduce the canonical representation. We will also 
show that when a representation is canonical, it is in fact unique. By a minimal 
harmonic function, say, f in M we mean that if g is also a harmonic function in 
M satisfying g < f , then g is a constant multiple of /• 
LEMMA 2 .2 . Suppose u{x) is positive harmonic and minimal in M. Let A be 
any p Borel subset of M. If for x G M, u{x) > J^K{x,y)dfj.{y) > 0, then 
u{x) = u{xo)K{s,x), s G A. 
Proof. Since u{xo) > J^K{xo,y)dfj.{y) = K^) > 0, ... 3Ai CC A such that 
/i(Ai) > 0. Choose A2 in the finite cover of Ai such that 乂 ]2 ) > 0. Repeat-
ing this step inductively, we can find a nested sequence A i �A 2 � . . . such 
that the diameter goes down to zero. Take s G flnGN^n, since ^i{An) > 0, 
J^ K{x, y)djJiA^ {y) = Cnu{x) is harmonic, u minimal implies /^^ K{x, y)d^ {y)= 
Cnu{x), Cn a constant. Let i^n = ^ A n . Then, u{x) = J^^K{x,y)dfin{y) with 
total mass of /½ equals u{xQ. Then, there exists subsequence of {^n} converging 
weakly. Therefore, letting n — 00, u{x) = u{xo)K{s, x). 口 
COROLLARY 2 .1 . Ifu is minimal positive harmonic in M, u is a positive multiple 
ofK{s,x), s e M. 
--—«•—^  
COROLLARY 2 .2 . IfK{s,x) minimal, A closed subset ofM such that KA{s,x) 
positive, then s G A. 
Proof. K{s,x) > KA{s,x) = J^K{x,y)dfiA{y) > 0. By lemma, K{s,x)= 
K ( s i , xo)K{si,x) for some 5i G A => K{s, x) 二 i ^ s i , a : ) => s = si G A. • 
DEFINITION 2 .3 . For s e M, denote ^ ( s ) = K{s]{s,xo). 
THEOREM 2 .7 . ^ ( s ) 二 1 iffKXs,x) minimal and 0 iffK{s,x) not minimal 
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Proof. K{s]{s,x) = J^^yK{x,y)dfj,s{y) = K{s]{s,xo)K{s,x) = ij{s)K{s,x). 
l.h.s.=(X{,})^^^ {s,x) = {2P{s)K{s,x))^^y {s,x) = i;{s)K{s]{s,x). Put X = To， 
^(S) 二 OK<s))2 hence i|j{s) = 0 or 1. 
Now, suppose ^(s) = 1, let u{x) < K{s,x), u{x) positive harmonic function. 
Then v{x) = K{s,x) - u{x) is also positive harmonic. We have, u{x) > U{sy{x), 
v{x) > 外 } ( 4 K{s,x) = u{x) + v{x) > ^{.}(^) + V{s]{oc) = K{s]{s,x)= 
i|;{x)K{s,x) = K{s,x). Therefore, u{x) 二 ^ ^何⑷= U { s ] { x o ) K { s , x ) and hence 
K{s, x) minimal. 
Conversely, assume K{s,x) is minimal. Let A be a closed subset of M, s 
contained in the interior of A. Let B = (M\A) , if KB{s,x) > 0，previous 
corollary implies that s G B. Therefore, i^s(s,x) = 0. Then, K{s,x)= 
K^[s,x) = KAuB{s,x) < KA{s,x) + KB{s,x) = KA{s,x) < K{s,x). Hence, 
K{s, x) 二 iCi(s, x). Let An G M such that p{An, s) < ^, s G An for all n. Then 
An i {5}, K(s, x) 二 i^{4(S, x). Put X = x o , 働 = K { s , xo) 二 1. 口 
DEFINITION 2 . 4 . M l = {5 e M : ^ ( 5 ) 二 1}，Mo 二 { s G M : ij{s) = 0 } . 
DEFINITION 2.5. A measure |jL over M is called canonical ifffj,{Mo) 二 0. 
THEOREM 2 . 8 . Mo is either empty, closed or a countable union of dosed sets. 
Proof. De f ine r ^ 二 { s G M : if G o p e n in M conta in ing 5, p- d iameter < •, 
then i^](s，xo) < 臺}. Take s G r^, for m > n, H open in M, p- diameter < 击 
containing s. Then H C B{s, ^ ) C B[s, •), B open balls in M. 
Therefore K^(5,xo) < [^B(s,i)](^ '^ o) < [^5(si)](^ '^ 0) < |, which implies 
s G r^, hence, F^ is an ascending sequence. 
We claim that Tn is closed. If true, let s G Fn, G open containing s with diameter 
< *. Then, ij{s) = K{s}{s,xo) < A^^(5,xo) < | < 1, hence ^(5) = 0 and 
r^  c Mo. 
Assume that s G M。，denote Gn = {x G M : p{s,x) < ^}. Then Gn i 5, 
K(^^^{s,xo) i K{s]{s,xo) = ^{s) = 0. Therefore K^^^^{s,xo) < | for n large 
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enough and hence s G r^ for n large enough. Hence, M �= U^F^ is either closed 
or a countable union of closed sets. 
To prove that 1^ is closed, let 5o be a limit point of F^, G open containing 5o 
with p diameter < - . Therefore, there exists Si 一 5o such that Si G r^ for all i, 
厂 Th 
i.e., K^^^{si,xo) < I, i large enough. K(^^{s,xo) lower semi-continuous, then, 
i^r%(5o,xo) < i imK^(5i ,xo ) < 1 
i—oo ^ 
Therefore, 5o G IV • 
LEMMA 2 . 3 . ur^ {x) 二 0 for u{x) positive harmonic in M. 
Proof. Since r^ is closed and compact, there exists finite cover {Ai, ...,Ak} with 
diameter < •. Then, ur^ < Et i^Ai {x ) . We claim that UA,(x) = 0 for all 
i 二 1,…，k. Take A from IVs finite cover, G open containing A with diameter 
< 吉.Then, ^ ( 5 , a ; o ) < 1 for s G A. Consider functions v{x) of the form 
v{x) = J^K{x,y)dfi{y). Approximate v{x) by v^X^) = E I i i CiK{si,x), Q > 0, 
Si G A. Then, 
m 1 rn 
(^m)fc] (^0) = ^ Q ^ ( 5 , , X o ) < - ^ Q 
i=l i=l 
1饥 1 
= 2 5Z CiK(^Si, xo) = -Vm{oco) 
i=l 
Therefore , VA{xo) < ^ ^ K ) < Hm (¾;^)^^] (^o) < |lim^;^(a;o) = *<工0). 
Hence, UA(xo) = ^ A (^o) < |^ ^A(^ o), i.e., ^^ (^^ o) = • and UA{x) = 0. There-
fore, ur^{x) = 0. • 
LEMMA 2 .4 . Let u{x) be positive harmonic in M, e > 0. Then 3 closed subsets 
A of Ml such that u{xo) < UA{oco) + e. 
Proof. Define Tm,n = {^ G M : p{s,Tn < ^ } . Therefore, Tm,n 1 Fn as m — oo. 
Since UY [^x) = 0, for £ > 0，choose m^ large enough such that t / r � ’ “ T o ) < 泰. 
Define Cn = Tm,,i U r^2,2 U …U r ^ � „ . Since, F^ ascending and closed ’ Cn 
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ascending and closed. Define A^ = M\Cn, p{An,Tn) > • . Then, An descend-
ing, rvU = A , A n Fn 二 0 for all n, i.e, A C Mi. uc^{xo) < E : i ^ , , i O ^ o ) ^ 
5 X i • < 已 Therefore, 
u{xo) 二 ^¾(^) = UA^uCn(xo) < UAr^ixo) + Uc^{xo) < ^An(^o) + ^ 
Taking n — oo, u{xQ) < UA{xo) + £. 口 
LEMMA 2 . 5 . Let A, B be dosed subsets ofM, Af]B = ¢, B C Mi, e > 0. Then, 
there exists G open containing A such that for s e B, K^^^{s,Xo) < £. 
Proof. Let Gi, G2,." be descending open sets, containing A, xo G Gn. HG^ = A, 
therefore, xo 贫 A. If the hypothesis fails, for each n, there exists s^ G B, 
6 > 0 independent of n such that K^^^{sn,xo) > 6. We have, K^^^^{sn,x)= 
J— K{x, y)d^n{y), Mn a measure over ^ with total mass equals K*^^^ (s^, a^) > 8. 
Since K^^^^{sn,xo) < K{sn,xo) = 1’ therefore, there exists subsequence of { /½} 
converges weakly to ^o over A, total mass > S. 
Since B compact, s^ ~> so G B. Therefore, 
K(so,x) ^ K{sn,x) > KraAsn,x) = [_K{x,y)dfin{y) ^ / K[x,y)dMy) 
J^ “ 
That is, K{so,x) > J^K{x,y)dfj.o{y) > 0 (since y^�(a) > 0). 
KA{so,x) > 0, 5o G B implies K{so,x) minimal, previous corollary implies that 
50 e A, which is a contradiction. 口 
LEMMA 2 . 6 . Let A C M closed, E C M i Borel, A f l E = ¢. Then, for u{x) 
harmonic of the form 
u{x) = / K{x,y)dfj.{y), 
JE 
we have UA{x) = 0 
Proof. Consider for B C Mi, closed, AnB = ¢, Vm{x) = E I l i CiK{si,x), Q > 0, 
51 G B. Then, for £ > 0，3G open containing A such that K*^j(si,xo) < s for all 
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s G B. Therefore, 
m m m 
{Vm)lG](狗)= 5]QX[G](5,^0) < � Q = sY,CiK{s,,Xo)=�� 
t=l i=l i=l 
Then, approximate u(x) by V^n⑷， 
UA(xo) < U[G]M <Hm(^rn)fG] M < Hm^^rn(^ o) 二 ^ u(xo) 
e arbitrary, therefore, UA(xo) 二 0 and UA(cc) 二 0. For any E C Mi Borel, write 
E = B U C, B closed, ^i{C) < ry, rj > 0. Then, 
u{x) = J K{x,y)diJ.{y) + J^K{x,y)dfj.{y) = u1{x) + u2{x) 
We have (^i)^ (xo) 二 0. Since rj > 0 arbitrary, ^^(2:0) = 0 and UA{x) = 0. • 
THEOREM 2 . 9 . If u{x) non-negative harmonic in M, then u{x) admits exactly 
one canonical representation. Where /x is characterized by the relation 
UA{oc) = / K{x,y)d^i{y), 
JA 
A closed in M. 
Proof. Let £爪 i 0, then , 3 A i C M i d e p e n d i n g on £1, u{x) such that u{xo)— 
UA^Xo) < Ei. Write u{x) = UA^x) + {u{x) — UA{x)) = ui{x) + u[(x). Then, 3^i 
with total mass in Ai canonical such that Ui{x) = Jj^K{x,y)dfj.i{y) and u[{xo) < 
si. Next, split u[{x) = u2{x) + u'2{x) such that u2{x) = j^K{x,y)d^2{y). 
U2{x0) < 82 and jji2 canonical. 
Therefore, 
m 
u{x) = ^Ui{x) + u'^{x), U^{xo) < £m 
i=l 
Since u'^{xo) < £饥—0, u'^{x) non-negative harmonic, we have u'^{x) tends to 
zero point-wisely as m — 00. Therefore, u{x) = YZ=i ^i{^)- Since any partial 
sum Uk = Y!l=i Mi represents Y!l=i ^^W ^ ^(^) which is positive harmonic, 
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therefore, Uk have total mass lesser then or equal to u{xo). Hence, Uk ^ “ 
passing to subsequence if necessary. That is, J2^ ^^ ^ Ui{x) = Jj^K{x,y)duk. Take 
k 一 oo, u{x) = Jj^K{x,y)dfj., jji canonical. 
We now want to show that /x is unique. Suppose “ canonical, representing u{x). 
Define u{E,x) 二 /五^^(工，")"^<")’ E Borel subset of M 二 Mi U Mo. M canonical 
implies u(E, x) = u{Mi H E, x). Let A C M closed. Then, 
u{x) = u{M, x) = u{Mi,x) = u{Mi n A, x) + u{Mi\A, x). 
Therefore, 
UA{x) = UA{Mi n A, x) + UA{Mi\A, x) = UA{Mi n A, x). 
Now, let An C M closed such that p{A,x) < • for all x G An, Bn = M\An. 
.-.A C An. Then, A^, Bn closed, An U Bn 二 M, A 门 Bn = ¢. 
ti(MinA,aO = ii^(Mi n A, x) - UA^nBn (^1 n A, x) 
二 UA^ (Ml n A, X) + UB^ (Ml n A, x) = UA^ (Ml fl A, x) 
< u{Mi nA,x) 
Hence UA^{Mi fl A, x) = u{Mi fl A x). Take n 一 oo, An 丄 A, UA(Mi fl A, x)= 
u(Mj n A,x). Therefore, UA(x) = UA(Mi fl A,x) = u(Mi fl A,x) = u(A,x)= 
f^K(x,y)d/i(y), A closed in M. Therefore, ^{A) = n^(xo), hence unique. Then, 
since u{x) = uj^{x), we got the representation formula. 口 
Chapter 3 
THE GEOMETRIC BOUNDARY AND 
THE MARTIN BOUNDARY 
In this chapter, we will consider the relation between the Martin boundary and 
geometric boundary of a simply connected complete manfiold M with sectional 
curvatures satisfying -h^ < i^ M < -a^ < 0 for some positive constants b > a > 0. 
We will give an exposition of the result of Anderson and Schoen [A-S . 
In the following sections, if no ambiguity occurs, we always denote Co{6) as 
C{6) and To{0,R) as T{0,R), where 0 G M. We will first give some preliminary 
results that are required to prove the main theorem. 
3 . 1 ESTIMATES FOR HARMONIC FUNCTIONS IN CONES 
LEMMA 3 . 1 . Suppose that (p is a Lipschitz function on M ( o o ) with a radial ex-
tension to M, denote 
-,、— lMx{p^{x .y )My)dy 
咖 ) = f ^ x ( p H ^ , y ) ) ， 
where x ： M — R is a fixed C^ approximation to X[o,i]. Then, we have \\HTp{xQ) || < 
Ce_aa, ||v^(xo)|| < Ce_ad, where d = p(0,xo). 
4 2 
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Proof. Denote x(p) = x{p^), then we have H{x{p^)) = x"dp 0 dp + ^H{p). By 
Rauch comparison theorem, we have 
a coth ap{g — dp 0 dp) < H{p) < bcothbp(g - dp (g) dp). 
Then, 
H{x(p^)) = rdp^dp + x'H{p) 
< x"dp (8) dp + x'a coth ap{g - dp ® dp) 
= ( x ' a coth ap) g + (叉"一x'a coth ap) dp (g> dp 
< kig + k2{g — K|3dCa ® d^is) < kg. 
Also, 
H{i:p){xo) 二 H{^-if{xo)){x^) 
二 工工(jMxOAxQ,y))«y)-<XQ))dy� 
— V lMx{p^{xo.y))dy J 
- M 7 i ^ 0 ^ > : : : 
^ - P , lv(2/) - ^(-o)l 1H ( j J f X l 1 ) ) J ''• 
Now, denote u 二 x(p^(^o,2/)), v = JMX{p^{xo,y))dy. Then, 
H (-1 二 \(vHu - 2du � dv — uHv) + ^dv (g) dv. 
\vJ V^^ V^ 
2 
We have du 0 dv 二（)^ ' /^ ^dy) dp 0 dp < h^g, dv <S> dv 二（/财 tdy) dp 0 dp < 
k2g, u bounded from above, v bounded from below away from zero, H{u)= 
Hx{p^){xo) bounded by hg, H{v) = H{J^x{p^^o,y))dy) = fj^ Hx{p^)dy < 
k4^ g. Therefore, 
/ u \ lHTp{xo)W < Ci||ff - {xo)W ‘ sup |v^(y)i(o:o) 
\W B(xo,2) 
< C2 sup \ip{y) — ^{xo) 
B{xo,2) 
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Let d be the distance between 0 and 狗，u{d) be the maximum angle subtended 
at 0 by B{xo,2). Take a point xi at dB{xo,2) and denote its distance to 0 by 
di, di be the angle subtended by xo and Xi at 0, 6*i be the corresponding angle 
in M(_a2). By Toponogov comparison theorem, we have Oi < 6i. Consider the 
cosine law on the hyperbolic space, we have 
cosh 2a 
cos 6\ = coth adi coth ad — ：~— ：. 
sinh adi sinn ad 
Hence, 
02 0j / 1 + e_2acii \ / 1 _|_ e—2ad \ 4 cosh 2a 
丄一百 + 万 + …二 \1 — e - 2 _ J \1 e_kd J - (gadi g-adi)|^gad — ^-ad^ 
4 cosh 2a > 1  — (gadi _ g—adi^ g^ttd g-ad^ 
6l2 6>f 4cosh2a  
Hence, — - — + ... < (gadi 一 g-adi)(gad g-ad) 
Therefore, 
n2 < 9l  
1 — (gadi — g-adi^ g^ttd g—adj 
�-a(d+di) a{d+d,) < ^ -2ad 
二 (l_e-2ac^i)(l_e-2ac^) " ^^^ " ^‘^ 
Therefore, cu{d) < CQe-吃 Now, since cp is radial outside a compact set, 
\ip{y) - v (^xo)| < C7Z{x0,y) < CjLj{d) < Cse-— Hence, 
|iJ (^rco)|| < C sup \if{y) — ^{xo)\ < Coe_ad, 
B{xo,2) 
and similarly for ||V^ (a:o)||- 口 
THEOREM 3.1. Let Oo e (0,7T), h a positive harmonic function on C{Oo), which 
is continuous in the closure of C(6>o) and vanishes on C{6o) fl M(oo). Then, we 
have 
sup h < Ci sup h 
T{^,Ro) (5Bo(^)))nC(|,0o) 
i^ 0 = C2(log^ 0"')+^3-
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Proof. First, we will construct a superharmonic function which dominates h on 
the boundary of a cone. Suppose A > 0 is a smooth function in C{Oo) with values 
in [0,1]. Then, 
A h ^ = " � | V A | 2 ( l o g " ) 2 + 2 < V l o g " , V A � + 2 A l o g " < V l o g " , V A � 
+(VA) \ogh- A(1 — A)|Vlog/ip} 
Next, consider for x G aC(|6>o), p{x) > C4log6>^^ + C5 large enough, we have 
dist{x,dC{Oo) U C(f6>o)) > 2. Then, for x G C(|6>o), the interior Harnack in-
equality implies that 
sup h < C inf h 
B{x,l) 召(工，1) 
Let Ro = C4log6>o"i + C5. Suppose h < 1 on dBo{Ro) H C(|6>o)- Pick xo G 
aBo(i^)nC(|6>o), xi G dB{xoA)- Then, h{x2) < Ch{xi) < C^. Furthermore, 
choose X2 G dB{xi,l). Then, h{x2) < Ch{xi) < &. Therefore, if we choose 
Xn G 7:ro(i^) such that p{Xn) = n + p{xo), h{Xn) < c^-
Now, choose x$ e 7：^。(|<%) such that p(x^ ) = n + ^  + p(xo), 0 < ^  < 1- We have 
h{x^) < 6h(Xn). Hence ^h{x^) < h{xn) < C^ < &几+� 
h[x^) < (5C^+^ = ^g(n+OlogC = Q^^C^p{x^i) < ^CQp{x^) 
f o r X G 7 x o ( i ^ o ) -
Now, let Ai be a Lipschitz function of 6 with 
鲁0，'，";� 
1 , 0 G [營&，|6>o. 
\ 
| 聊 < CA—1 
j X(p2)A 
Let X be a smooth approximation of X[o,*0o]. Define A on T(|6>o, Ro) by A 二 j %(灼. 
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We have |VA| + \HX\ < Qe—CgW)，sups(i) |Vlog/i| < C, l og / i< CeP, therefore, 
Ah^ = h^{\VXW\oghf + 2 < Vlog/i ,VA > +2Xlogh < Vlog/i ,VA > 
+(•A) logh - A(1 — A)|Vlog "|2} 
< /i^ {|VAp(log/i)2 + 21og/i|VA|. |Vlog/i| + |VA|log/i + 2|VA| . |Vlog/i|} 
< hf.e-c^Clp + 2C,pCse-^'^C + C,e-^'^C,p + 2Cse_c^C) 
< Choc—CuPhX 
Now, choose 50 G (0, |) such that "印⑷ < 6印。印 < e^Cn" in T(|^o, Ro)- Then, 
A/i^ < Cioe-^''^h^ 
= C i o e - i C i i P / i A . e - ^ P 
< Cioe—iCiiP/z^ A—M 二 Cioe_Ci2p/iA-^ 
1 _L ^1-^ 
Consider , ‘ 二 “印—久 + h'+^'^, So — A < 0, 1 + f — A > 0，there exists k^ /^ A-eo 
such that 1 + "1-等 > A:i"A-eo. Therefore Ah^ < Cise'^^''(! + ""。)，«0 = 1 — f -
For S > 0, consider 
A(e-〜""。） 
二 h^ 'Ae-^ P + e-^ PAh^ ' + 2 < Ve—&, •"购 > 
< /z"�e—M(P - 6Ap) + 2Se-^'aoh^'-^\Vh\ + e-&A"^ 
=-h^^8e-^P{/\p — 6) + 2Se-^Paoh^'-^\Vh\ + e—<^P(—a�(l - ao)|Vlog/ip)/i"° 
< -h^^6e-'P{Cu — ^) + 2&—~"^—i|V"| - ao(l - ao)e"^^/i"^^|V/ip 
=-h^^6e-''{Cu — S) + 2 (如—字"^ 2)(去已—警^守—1|^ "1) 
_ao( l — ao)e-^P/z"�—2|V"|2 
< -h^^6e-''{Cu — 0 + {6^e-'Ph^'kl) + (*e-6�"�-2|V/f) 
_ao ( l_ao)e -^""�—2|V"|2 
= — " � e - , M — S) + C 7 i 5 # e - ^ � �+ (暴 - a o ( l — a � ) ) e-'^h^^-'\Vh\' 
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Therefore, we choose k2 such that ^ — ao(l — a。）< 0. Then, 
A ( e - � " ^ ) < —"^(5e—~(Ci4 — ^ + C^i5fe-~""� 
=Sh^'e-^P{Cu - S - Cig6) 
=-CiQ6h^'e-^P 
(A(e-^""o) < -CieSh^'e-^P 
Hence, we have < ^ 
Ae"^^ < -CiQSe-^P 
\ 
Next, we consider 
A{h^ + C17e-^P{h^' + 1)) 
二 A"A + C r r A ( e - ¥ ) + C i 7 e - � 
< C7i3e_Ci2P(;^ ao + 1) — C7i6Gi7(5e-M/i^ — GieGi?&—"" 
< Ci3e-^^(/i"« + 1) — CieCu^e-^'h^' — Ci^Cu8C^P 
= ( C i 3 — Ci^Cij8)e-'Ph^' + (Ci3 - C^^Ci,8)e-'P < 0 
choosing 8 < C12, Ci7 large enough. Therefore, A(/i^ + Cije-^P{e^' + 1)) < 0. 
Denote F = h^ + C7i7e—M(""�+ 1) > h. Note that h < 1 on C(|6>o) H dBo{Ro), 
then, F = h^ + Cije-'P{h^' + 1) > h + C17e-^P{h^' + 1) > h. Therefore, F > h 
on aT(|6>o, Roh and hence on T(|"o, Ro)- This implies h < h^ + Cish^' + Cig on 
T{lOo, Ro). 
Consider on T(|6>o,^), A = |, h^ 二 hi < \h + 1. For some constant C19, we 
have Ci8""o < \h + C19, hence h < "入 + Cigh^' + Cis < \h + 1 + ^h + C19 + Cig, 
i.e., h < C20 on T{l6o,Ro). Therefore, 
sup h < C20 
T{^9o,Ro) 
Finally, we consider the general case for h. Let M{Ro) = snpc{ieo,Ro)ndBo{Ro) ^' 
We have, 
— u m 、 - 2^0 T{^9o,Ro)似(价） 
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sup h < C20 sup h 
T{^9o,Ro) C{l9o,Ro)ndBo{Ro) 
• 
C O R O L L A R Y 3 . 1 . Ifh is a positive harmonic function defined on C{\), vanishing 
continuously on C ( f ) f l M ( o o ) , then, 
h{x) < C1e-C2p_ 
for X e T(|, 1)； 0' = expoVo, where vo is the unit tangent in the direction of the 
cone at 0. 
Proof. Using Theorem 3.1, we have for f| < a < |, 
sup < Ci sup .h 
n^,Ro) dBo{Ro)nC{a) 
Then, using Interior Harnack Inequality, sup^(|| i) h < C2h{O'). Let ip be a 
Lipschitz function of angle 6 such that 
f 0 , 0<f+£ 
_ = — 3: 
1 , ^ > t - ^ 
V 
V(f\ < C3 in 5o(l). Define g = C4e-^^+^, where Tp is the average of v?, ^ (|)三 0, 
对卷）三1. Then, 
Ap = C4Ae-^^ + A(/p = C^8e-^P{6 - Ap) + A^ 
< C^8e-'P{6 - a{n - 1)) + C^e_^ 
< (CU6(6 — a(n — 1 ) ) + C 5 ) e—办“ 
choosing S < a. Also, by choosing C4 large enough, S small enough such that 
6 — a(n - 1) < 0, C^6{6 - a(n — 1)) + C5 < 0, we have Ag < 0 on T(f|, 1). 
Since ^ = 1 on Q = f|, we have g > 1 on aT(f|, 1). Therefore,纖 < C^g{x) on 
^T(f|, 1) and heence on T(f|, 1)，since h[x) harmonic and g{x) superharmonic. 
Tp = 0 on T(|, 1) ==4> h{x) < C^C^e-'Ph{^') = C,e-^^Ph{0'). • 
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3.2 A HARNACK INEQUALITY AT INFINITY 
THEOREM 3.2 (Comparison Principle). Let u, v be positive harmonic func-
tions defined in C(f)； continuous up to dC{^), vanishing on C ( f )nM(oo ) . Then, 
there exists Ci > 0 constant such that 
1 • ) < u{x) < c • ) 
^ ^ ^ - v{x) - %(O0 
X G T(|,1), 0' = expQVQ. 
Proof. We can assume that u{0') = ^;(0') = 1. Therefore, we have to prove that 




CUe-C5p < u{x) < C2e-c^, x G T ( — , 1) 
Denote pi{x) = log (n(x)"^). Then, 
(i)C3p-Ce<P1<C5p + Ce 
(ii) |Vpi| < Ce, Api = Alogn—i = _ (lAix — ^\Vu\^) 二 |Vlogu|2 = jVpip 
(iii)Api = |Vpi|2. 
Consider F 二 u^ • ^(pi — e""^),入 a function with values in [0,1], ^(t) a bounded 
function, a a constant such that 2t"^ > ^(t) > t-\ 岭“⑷ < 0，称、> 1 for t > 1. 
Then, 
A ^ 二 ^ ' . (Ap i — Ae-，=^'.(|Vpi|2 — ae—"P(a — Ay9)) 
< • • (|V logu\^ - ae-^P{a 一 b{n — 1))) 
/ o^ 2 \ 
< i/. Vlogul^--e-^P 
— V 2 J 
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Where we choose a such that a — b{n — 1) > f . 
2 < •也 Vu^ > 二 2^'u^ < Vpi — Ve""^, log uV\ + A log u > 
= 2 ^ V < - V log u + ae""^ Vp, log uV\ + A log u > 
=2^V(-A|Vlog^p + Aae""^  < Vp,Vlogn > 
- l o g u < VA, V log u > +ae_"P log u < Vp, VA >) 
< 2^V(-A|Vlogn|^ + ae-"^ |Vlog^ x 
+|log^x| . |VA| . |Vlogn| + |logt/|ae""^|VA|) 
< 2V^V(-A|Vlogizp + C^ae-^P + Cgp|VA| . \Vlogu\ 
+Gape-"qVA|) 
Then, 
AF 二 A {u^ . i;{pi — e-^P)) = u^Ai； + 2 < t^u\ M^ > +V^ Au^  
2 
< V^ An^  + VAi\|Vlogtf - %^e-^ — 2A|Vlog^p + 2C^ae_"" 
Zd 
+2Csp|VA| - |Vlogn| + 2C^ape-^P\V\\) 
二 i;AuX + 功、入{(1 - 2A)|Vlogi^p + 2C8p|VA|(|Vlog7i| + ae"^0 
-Cga"e-^P} 
By supposing |VA| < Cioe-Cn� fix a, we get, 
2Csape-^^\WX\ > C‘pe-(a+Cu)P < C^ e"^ s^  C^  > oc 
Then, C^e—c^ - C^e""^ < -C7i2e_T P > Ro large enough. 
=^ AF < ^Au^ + i;'u^ ((1 — 2A)|Vlogup — Cue'^^ + 2C9p|VA| • |Vlogu|) 
Let cp be a Lipschitz function of Q such that 
参 { ' 。 ' ' - f 
1 1 . ^ < i 
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— 2 _ 
(f'{6)l < Ci3, 0^ > 0 small enough. For Si > 0, define Ai = 1 - (1 — 妒 , 
入2 = 1 — (1 — Tp)^ on M. Then, we have 
‘|VAi| + \HXi\ < Cue-^''P{l - Ai)^-^^ 
‘|VA2| + \HX2\ < C14e-^-^(l - A 2 ) i - ^ o n T ( f | , ^ ) \ 
Define 入 二 Ai - ( l -A2)e_^, ^ > 0 constant, ip{0) = So on dC{^\Bo{Ro). Then, 
_^ _2. 
for Ro large enough, choose £•, ^i such that |(1 — (1 — £0)^) < 入 < 1 — (1 — ^o)” 
By previous results, we have v[x) < C:cp on T(f|, 1). Choose £1, £�such that 
v < u ^ on dC{%)\B^{Ro). 
Au^ = nA(|VA|2(logu)2 + 2Alogt^<VA,logix>+lognAA + 2 < V A , V l o g i ^ > 
- A ( l - A ) | V l o H 2 ) 
< n^(Ci6p'|VAp + Ci6p|VA| • |Vlog^| + logixAA —入(1 - A)|Vlognp) 
Then, 
AF < i;'u^ ((1 - 2A)|Vlogi/|2 _ Cue-^^ + 2C8p|VA| • |Vlogi^|) 
+—x (C^ i6p2|VA|2 + Ciep\VX\ . |Vlog^x| + loguVX —入(1 - A)|Vlogn|2) 
Since 2广2 > 妙‘⑷ > t—2 = ^ 2p'{t) bounded. Therefore, 3 constant C17 such 
that 2Csij' + C'i6^ < Ci7^- Therefore, 
AF < V^V ((1 - 2A)|Vlogt^p - C12e-"^) 
^2Pu^ (Ci6P^|VAp + Ci7p|VA| . |Vlogu| + lognAA —入(1 — A)|Vlogiip) 
Q 
Consider when 入 �^ , 
Ci7p^|VA| • |Vlog^| = (^ (2A - l)^p-^|Vlog^|) (Cir(2A - l)-^p'^|VA|) 
< (2A — l)p-2|Vlogu|2 + ^Ci7(2A - l ) - i#V|VA|2 
< (2A-l)V/|Vlogt/|2 + CW>|VA|2 
Then, A F < -CisV^Ve""^ + j^u^ (Ci6p'|VAp + Cis/V^lVAp + (log^z)AA) 
< -C12^'u^e-^P + imX (C21^0VIVAp + (logn)AA) 
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When I < 入 S |, 3C such that A(1 — A) 2 Ceo. Therefore, 
Ci7p|VA| • |Vlogn| = (^^Vlogt /| ) (^^^^^Crr|VA|) 
< C^|Vlogix|2 + C72�£fp2|vA|2 
< A(1 - A)|Vlogi/p + C20eoV^|VAp 
Therefore, AF < -CufuY^ + _入 (Csi^oV^VAp + (logi^)AA) 
Next, consider 
(logii)AA 
= l o g ^ (AAi + {AX2)e-' ' ' - (1 - A2)Ae-_ + 2 < VA2, N e � ' >) 
= l o g n (AAi + 6—知仏入2 — (1 - A 2 ) � e 4 o q �- A p ) + 2 < VA2, _ ^ e _ ^ V p >) 
< C22P (|AAi| + e-^ °^ |AA2| + e-^ ^^|VA2|) - (1 - A2)^e"^^^(^ - Ap) logu 
< C22 (C14e-^-^(l — Ai ) i - * + e-^Ci46-Ci5P(l — A 2 ) i - j — (1 - h)C25pe- ' ' ' 
choosing 0^ < |a(n — 1) < |Ap. Since 1 — Ai = (1 - A2)2, we have 
(logii)AA 
< C22 (C14e-^-^(l - A2)2-q + C i 4 e - C i 5 � 4 � 1 1 — A2)H1) - C25pe-'''(l — A2) 
< C23e-C24/>(l —久2)1-“ — C25P(1 — A2)e4oP 
Next, consider for p > Ro large enough depending on £。， 
CW"4|VA|2 
< C2i^oV' (|VAip + |VA2|2e-2&" + (1 — A2)2|Ve-^"|2) 
= Q i q _ V | V A i | 2 + GiSo-Ve—2”VA2r + C2160V'(l — A2)%2e-2&P 
< C2l5oV' (C14e-^-^(l - A2)2-n + C14e-^-^(l -入2)1-�—2一） 
+ c w V e - 2 ” i - A2)2 
< C26e-^-^(l — A2)l-61 + C26p4�le—2^(1 — A2)2 
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We have 
AF < -Cufu^e-ap + 和乂 (C2se-^-^(l —入？广“ —C30(l — A � > - ” . 
Choose 60 < |C29, let C31 二 C29 — ^ > •. Then, A F < -(^2和、-“'+ 
#入6-_ (C^28e—C3iP(i _ x f^-^ e, — C30(l — A2)). Then, for x G T(§,Ro) such 
that C72se_C3iP(l — >2)1—2�< C30(l —入2), we have AF < 0. So, we consider for 
X G T{%,Ro) such that Csse"^^^^(! — A s ” — ] �> C30(l — A2). Then we have 
1 — A2 < C2sCsoe-^''P{l — A2)1-2e1 and hence 1 — A2 < C^3e—*C3ie�V 
Then, 
AF < —Ci2�Ve—�P + ^_Ae—-e—C3iPC3i2—2�-iC3ie�i(i-2ei)p 
< - C 1 2 ^ V e - " ^ + G3^ ^Ae-&P-C3iPe-|C73ie-ip6C73ip 
< u' ( C 3 3 e - i ^ " ^ - ^ - Cs4p-'e-^') 
Choose si > 0 small enough such that a < ^CsisT^ i.e. O31e^ ^ - c^  > 0. Then, 
AF < wAe-C3ie�V (c33 — ^ p - 2 e ( C 3 i � i - � ) 0 < 0 
for p > Ro large enough. 
Therefore, we have on T(f|, Ro), AF = A {u^ . VK"i _ e" "^) < 0. 
On C(f|) n dBo{Ro). F = wV(pi - e—"") > u^ > Cu > C using Harnack 
Inequality. 
On dC{%)\Bo{Ro)： V < ^ < u^Cs6^{Pi _ e—"") = CseF. 
Therefore, C3eF > v on dT(^,Ro), hence on T(f|,i^) . 
Finally, on T(^,Ro), A = 1, 
V < CsQF = CseuX^Kpi - e _ ^ ) < C37^^ = C37u 
By Harnack Inequality, v < C37u on T ( f , 1). Hence ^ > C38. Similarly, we have 
^ > C38. That is, 
^ < ^ < ^ i 
Ci V 
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1 • ) < u < c ^ 
^ ^ ^ - ;^ “、(0') 
on T(|,1). 口 
COROLLARY 3 . 2 ( H a r n a c k I n e q u a l i t y at Inf in i ty ) . Let u, v be positive har-
monic functions on C = Co(f)； continuous on C with u = v = 0 on C fl M(oo). 
Then, there exists constant K depending only on n, a, b such that 
sup -(x) < K inf - ( x ) 
To(| D^ — ^o(f'l) ^ 
3.3 THE KERNEL FUNCTION 
DEFINITION 3 . 1 . Let 0 be a fixed point in M, a kernel function K at ^ G M ( o o ) 
is a positive harmonicfunction on M such that K{0) 二 1，K extends continuously 
to zero on M(oo)\{^}. 
Existence of kernel functions: Let {uk} be a sequence of positive harmonic func-
tions defined on C(|). Suppose Uk vanishes on C ( f ) H Af(oo), Uk(0') < C, 
0' = expoVo, C constant. By corollary 3.1(see the next section), {^i^} is uniformly 
bounded and of uniform exponential decay in T(|,1). Therefore, {uk} has a 
convergence subsequence with limit u G C�(T(|,1)) fl C^ ( T ( f , l ) n M ( o o ) ) , 
u 三 0 on T(|,1) n M(oo). Now, consider {yi} is a sequence in M converging to 
^ G M(oo). Then, for hi{x)=》',二), { ^ } is a sequence of harmonic functions 
G�yi, u) 
which converge to � ,w h i c h is also positive harmonic in M. Using the above, 
we have h^  = 0 on M(oo)\{^}. Therefore, h^  extends continuously to zero on 
M(oo)UO-
PROPOSITION 3 . 1 . Let ^ e M{oo), 3! kernel functions K^ at ^. 
Proof. Suppose / , g are kernel functions at ^ such that / (0) = "(0) = 1. Let 
cr{t) be the geodesic ray from 0 to ^, C^t) be the cone with vertex o"(t), angle f , 
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direction a'{t). Let C{t) be the cone M\C{t). By Comparison Principle, 3C > 0 
such that on C{t)\B{a{t),l), 
1 — 1 虚 < 巡 < 广綱二 c 
c - c m - / w “ / ( 0 ) — 
Hence, g{x) < Cf{x) on M by letting t — oo. 
Let a 二 inf {C > 0 : Cf{x) > g{x), x e M}. We have, either af 三 g or af > g 
by Maximum Principle. 
If af 三 g, a/(0) = p(0) implies a = 1 and f 三 g on M. Hence, we can suppose 
af > g. Therefore, a = a/(0) > ^(0) = 1, which implies a -1 > 0. Let h = ^ , 
which is a kernel function at ^- Therefore C^h > g, C^{af — g) > {a - l)g, 
hence ^ ^ ^ / > g. By definition, ^ ^ ^ > a, therefore Cf" > a + C^ = 1 and 
a - 1 < 0. That is, f 三 g. 口 
3.4 THE MAIN THEOREM 
We are now ready to give partial results of the main theorem: 
PROPOSITION 3 . 2 . There exists a continuous surjective map $ : M — M ( o o ) . 
Proof. Let 3^  = [{yi}] G M, then, for {yi} G 乂 {hy,} — h. We want to show 
that {yi} — i e M(oo). 
Consider if { ^ } is a conv. subseq. of {y^}, we have, {hi] — h which is a kernel 
function at 1= lim^. Then, if {yi] is another conv. subseq. of {y^}, {hi} — h 
which is a kernel function at ^ 二 lim yi 
Thus, \ 二 i , hence, [yi] have an unique limit ^ G M(oo). 
So, we define ^{y) = ^ To prove that $ is well defined, consider {y}}, {yf} G 3^ 
such that {y}} 4 6 , {Vi} 一 6 , {^} ^ ", {^'} ^ “ 
Consider the sequence { "h? / ? ,y i ’W, . . . } ^ Y. By above, i^ = 6 , hence, $ is 
well defined. 
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To prove $ is continuous, let yi — y in M, i.e., p(yi,y) — 0, where, 
p(yi,y) = sup \hy. - hyl 
B(0,1) 
and, hyi^ — hy., hy^ — hy if {yl} G 乂, {yk} ^ y 
Suppose {y i } — &, {yk} — ,^ then, $(乂）= 6 , ^ y ) 二 � 
Let { & } be a conv. subseq. of 仏}, since hi^{0) 二 1 for all in, 
by Interior Harnack Inequality, there exists convergence subsequence of h‘, there-
fore, passing to subsequence,�„ — g uniformly on compact sets. Then, g is 
positive harmonic and g{0) = 1. 
Suppose lim6n 二 "，let C(f) be a cone in M such that r)这 G = C(|)nM(oo), by 
Cor. 3.1, Ve > 0, 3Ci, C2 independent of 77 such that h‘{x) < Cie—c2*)~jO) on 
T ( | - e, 1). Then, let ‘ — oo, we get g = 0 on G, hence on M(00)V7. Therefore, 
hi^ — g is a kernel function at 77. 
Since hi — h is a kernel function at ,^ hence h 二 g, i 二 rj, therefore, {6n) — €， 
i.e., $ (¾) — $(3^), hence, $ is continuous. 
To prove that $ is surjective, let ^ G M(oo), take {yi} a sequence in M such that 
{y^} ~> 4. Then, there exists subsequence of {yJ, say, {y iJ such that {hiJ ^ h 
a kernel function at f Therefore, { y iJ is a fundamental sequence such that 
^ ( [ t eJ ] ) = e 口 
LEMMA 3.2. There exists positive constants Ti, T2 depending only on a, b such 
that ifti <t + Ti, t2 > t + T2, 
Ct ( i ) n M ( o o ) C Cti Q ) n M ( o o ) 
c “ 9 c c , ( i ) 
Proof. Let a{t) be a geodesic on M, xo 二（7(力)，Xi = cr(f), t < f , T = p(xo,Xi). 
Take P G dCt, (|), di = p(P,xi), do 二 p(P,a;o), oc = angle between x^P and 
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X0Xi. Using Toponogov Comparison Theorem, 
cosh adi 
cos a > coth ado coth aT — —"^— 
_ sinn ado smh al � 1 cosh adi 
= c o t h ado coth aT —~~— •— — 
smn aT cosh ado 
( 7r\ cosh ado 
cos (7T ) > coth aT coth adi — ~ ^ . , ~ j -
V 4 / — smn aT smn adi 
—^^ sinh aT sinh adi > 7= 
2 cosh aT + 警 sinh aT tanh adi 
r 1  
We have cos a > coth ado coth aT 7 — ^ . 
sinh aT (cosh aT + f tanh adi sinh aT) 
To prove the second inequality, it is sufficient to prove that for t2 > t + T2, 
t'2 = t2 — t, VP G dCt, ( I ) , ap < I — e, i.e., cosa^ > cos(| — e). 
cos ap > coth ado coth at') 7 r 
— sinh at'2 (cosh at'^  + 警 tanh adi sinh a^J 
> coth at'2 7 Y 
— sinh at'2 i cosh a i !�+ • tanh adi sinh at,2) 
. 1 
> coth ato —~~-, r~i7" 
— sinn af2 cosh at] 
cosh^ ato — 1 sinh^ at'2 上 , . , 
= ^ = 二 tanh at2 
sinh at'2 cosh at'2 sinh at'2 cosh at? 
> tanh aT2 
Therefore, choose T2 such that tanhaT2 > cos(f - s). Then, ap < f — £ < |. 
To prove the first inequality, first note that for T < Ti, 0¾, di > 0 large enough, 
we have 
/ 37r\ fsm\ihdi\ ( . 37r\ fsmhh{do-T)\ 
s i n a > s i n a , = |^s in - j | ^ ^ : ^ J > [ ' ' ^ ^ ) [ sinhMo ； 
smhb{do-T) = e^o-T) — ^ -Kdo-T) = ,-m — ^ -K2d0-T,) ^ 日 — 奶 — 一 ( 地 _ 乃 ） . 
““sinh6^io~~ — 6她—e-紀。 — 1 — e - 2 _ . 
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Then, for 7\ > 0, small enough fixed, 3di > 0 large enough such that 
s in^(e-^i — e-K2c^ o-T,)) > 5m|, i.e., s i n f / s i n ^ 8 > j z p w ^ -
• 7T 7T 
Therefore, sin a > sin - and a > -
0 0 
• 
THEOREM 3 . 3 . Let u, v be positive harmonic functions in a cone C, continuous 
onC such thatu andv equal 0 when restricted onCnM{oo). Then, the quotient 
H has a C^-extension to the interior o/CnM(oo), where a depends only on n, 
V 
a and b. 
Proof. Fix 0^ ^ (C fl M(oo))°, let xo be the vertex of C. Let a{t) be the geodesic 
ray x ^ , Ci = Cc7(iT2)(f), ^2 determined by the previous lemma. Then, for i large 
enough, {Q H M(oo)} is a nested sequence of open neighborhoods of <^  in C with 
n^ eN {Ci n M(oo)) = ^. 
Let (p = ^, define 
Ti = inf (p{y),^i = sup cf{y) 
— y^Ci y^Ci 
Using the Harnack Inequality at Infinity, we have 
sup -{y) < K inf ^{y) 
yeCi+i V yeCi+i v 
sup ( - — v i^) < K inf ( - - (p^^ 
yect. ^V ^) - V^C,^1 \v 一) 
i.e., lp^-(fi^ < K{(fiJ^i-(^i). Similarly, defined Vi = ^ v - u , we have ^ - ^ ^ < 
K{T^i-T^). 
Define cOi =两_色，then, oUi+i + Ui < K{ui-uji+i). Hence, cj^ +i < f ^ ^ = M i^-
Then, Ui < |JujQ = j^f-{T^ —巡)< J^^' sup (p. 
Therefore, we can extend (f to C by defining for o^ ^ C, v^ (^ o) = lim(p{yi). 
Now let 9i be the maximum angle subtends by Q at XQ. We first claim that 
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61. > e(—c^ for i large enough, C constant. If true, for y, y' sufficiently distant 
from xo, we have 
Hy)-^{y')l<M^o) = e''^^M^o) 
Let a 二 表 log • , hence, l og / i= -Cba, we have 
\^{y) — ^{y')\ < e - c w � ( T o ) < ^oV^K) < [^xo(y,2/0]V(^o) 
Hence, ip = ^ is C^ in (C D M(oo))°. 
We now prove that 氏 > e—Cb�We have ^ = sup Op, Op 二 angle between 
P^dCii^) 
x^ and 硕,Xi = a{iT2), do = p{xo,p), di = p{xi,p), angle between _ and 
^ ^ 二 学.Then, 
cosh bT cosh bdo — cosh bdi 
cos�P - sinh6TsinhH) 
6p + ap + 警 < 7T, hence ap < f . Therefore, 
7T cosh bdo cosh bdi — cosh bT 
cos - < COS ap < . , , , “ • . 7 7  
4 sinh bdo smn bdi 
sinh bdo sinh bdi cosh bT 
cosh bdi > ；= 1 1 j j 
一 V2coshbdo cosh bdo 
Then, 
cos Op sinh bT sinh bdo < cosh bT cosh bdo — cosh bdi 
sinh bdo sinh bdi cosh bT 
< cosh bT cosh bdo ^ rv^ rTJ" 
— V^cosh bdo cosh bdo 
h bT ( c o s h 2 bdo — 1 \ sinh bdp sinh bdi 
\ cosh bdo ) y/2 cosh hd^  
h hT sinh2 bdo sinh bdo sinh bdi 
cosh bdo V^ cosh bdo 
Therefore, 
1 sinh bdi 1 
cos^^ < coth6Ttanh6cio - $ c o s h M � s i n h 6 T 
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For T fixed, do + T > ch > 4 — T =^ ^ ¾ — 1 as do — oo. Let 0^c 二 
lirQp^ cx) Op. Then, 
02 1 1 + 6 者 V2e-'^ 
1 - 1 " — " 〜 一 砂 - 7 1 ^ ^ = 1 ^ ^ — 1 ^ ^ 
Hence, 
^ > {…-2厂2虹 > y^ e—^  — 2e-2^  > e—c^  
2 - 1 - e -2^ — -
• 
We can now turn to our main theorem of this chapter, which shows that 
M(oo) = M. Also, the C^ structure of M(oo) carries to M via this 1-1 corre-
spondence. 
--—-^ 
THEOREM 3.4. The natural map $ : M ^ M ( o o ) is a homeomorphism. In par-
ticular, M carries a natural C^ manifold structure for some a > 0，a depending 
on n，a and b. The map $ ] : M(oo) — M is C^ relative to the Martin metric 
p. Where for 兄 y G M, p{y, y') = s u p 5 � � |";y(x) — hy{x). 
Proof. Let y 二 [ { " � } ] , Z = [{zi}]. Suppose ^y) = ^{Z). Then, if 
hy{x) = lim ^ ¾ , h^{x) = lim ^ ^ , {yJ — e, { 4 — i 
丄\ , i^oo G{yi, 0) t^oo G[Zi, Uj 
hy, hz are kernel functions at ,^ hence hy = hz, y =之，i.e.,歪 is 1 — 1-
T o prove that $ ] is C " , let ^, <f G M ( o o ) , C ! , C2 b e cones such that ^, f G C { , 
Ci C 6¾, Ci • C\, 0' be the vertex of Ci, C2, P(0,0') = 2. Then, for x G ^o(l), 
G{y, x) is well-defined on C2. Then 
l im G(y“x) _ l im 彻 , 4 
woo G{yi, 0) “00 G{zi, 0) 
G{y,x) , 
< h sup /o , (g ,g) 
yeC2 G{y,0) 
< ~ § | ^ / 獻 ) 〜 獻 ） 
P ( $ _ i ( 0 , ^ - i ( O ) = P ( y z ) = sup |i^(x,0,^(^,OI < h ^ o i t O 
Bo{l) 
Therefore, ¢"^ is C" w.r.t. p. 口 
Chapter 4 
POSITIVE HARMONIC FUNCTIONS ON 
PRODUCT OF MANIFOLDS 
4 . 1 SPLITTING THEOREM 
In this chapter, we will discuss a result of Freire [Fre], which shows that on a prod-
uct of Riemannian manifolds M = Mi x M2, minimal positive harmonic functions 
can be splitted into product of minimal positive eigenfunctions on each factor, 
we require only each factor Mi and M2 are complete, non-compact Riemannian 
manifolds with Ricci curvatures bounded from below. 
On a complete, non-compact Riemannian manifold M, denote 
Ao(M) 二 —inf{~^|V�J : • e C^{M) has compact support}. 
JM m 
Then, for each 入 > 入…there exists positive solutions to the eigenvalue problem 
Ac^ = X(f. 
For A > Ao, the A-Green's function G^{x,y) > 0 exists for the A-eigenvalue 
problem (See [Sul2]). Then, for A > A o ( M ) , we define 
M^ 二 {f > 0 : A / = A/ and if 0 < g < f, Ag = Xg, we have g = kf, k constant.} 
61 
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The following theorem was proved by Freire. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let M 二 Ml x M2 be a Riemannian product, where Mi and M2 
are complete, non-compact, with Ricci curvature hounded below. Then, we have, 
(i) Each minimal positive harmonic function f on M splits as a product 
f{x) = K^'{x^)K^'{x^), 
where \ > Xo{Mi), K^' G M^(M^) for i = 1, 2, and Ai + A2 二 0. 
(ii) Conversely, each product as above is a minimal positive harmonic function 
on M. 
We will prove this via constructing a parabolic Martin boundary for the Rie-
mannian halfspace. 
4.2 RlEMANNIAN HALFSPACE AND THE PARABOLIC 
MARTIN BOUNDARY 
Let M be a complete, non-compact Riemannian manifold without boundary. We 
define the Riemannian halfspace to be 
n = M X ( -oo,0], 
and denote 
n' = M X ( -oo,0). 
Define the harmonic sheaf P to be 
Q^ 
P{U) = {u{x) e C{U) : u\n' e C\U n n') and A^ 二 ~^ in U fl H'} 
for any U C H open. For u(x) G P{U), u is said to be a parabolic function on U. 
Together with H, the pair [Ti, P) is called the (Bauer) harmonic space. Through-
out this chapter, we will denote by G{x,y) the Green's function on {7i, P): 
( 
h(t-s,x,y), t > s 
G[x,y)= 
[ 0 , t < 5, 
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where kh{t,x,y) is the heat kernel of M, x = {x,t) G 7i and y 二 (y,s) G Ti'. 
Denote H{x,t;y,s) = 二(_^[)、. Then, for a sequence {yl} in H', we said that 
^(^0? y) _ 
it is fundamental iff it has no accumulation point in H and H{x, ^) — H{x, ^) 
a non-negative C^ solution of the heat equation, uniformly on compact sets of 
Ji'. H{x, ^) is called the Martin kernel. Two fundamental sequences are said 
to be equivalent iff the limiting Martin kernels are the same. In the case that 
Si ~> 0 and [yi] bounded in M, where Yi = ( " “ & ) ,观 also define i7(^,0 
to be 0. We define the parabolic Martin boundary, denoted by U, to be the 
set of all equivalent classes of fundamental sequences, and the parabolic Martin 
compactification U 二 7^'U^- Choose a smooth function 0 < cj) < 1 on H such 
that J^4>{x,t)dxdt < oo, define 
d { ^ , ^ ) = / min{l, \H{x,^) — H{x,^)]]^{x)dx 
Jn 
for ^ , 拓 G H. Then, (H, d) forms a compact metric space and the topology 
induced by d coincides with the original topology of 7i'. 
DEFINITION 4.1. The minimal parabolic Martin boundary is defined to be 
Ui 二 {0 < u G P(H) : u{^) = 1 and 0 < v < u, v G P�H) =^ v 二 ku, k constant} 
THEOREM 4.2 (Parabolic Martin representation). Let u{x) > 0，u G P{H). 
Then there exists a unique finite Borel measure ^ on 7ii such that for x e H 
and /x^(Hi) 二 t4$o，0)7 
U{x) = I H{X, ^C^Mn(0-
JHi 
For a proof of this theorem, see [Fre . 
4.3 SPLITTING OF PARABOLIC MARTIN KERNELS 
In this section, we will prove the first part of our main theorem 4.1, which states 
that minimal positive harmonic functions can be splitted into product of minimal 
positive eigenfunctions of each factor Mi and M2. 
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THEOREM 4 . 3 . Assume Ricci curvature ofM is hounded helow, then 
Hi = {e G n ： H { x , 0 二 eXtKX(x,0,Xk Ao(M),e' G M^} 
Proof. Let u{x,t) be minimal positive parabolic normalized at (xo,0). For s > 
0, let Us{x,t) 二 u(x,t — 5), then, Us{x,t) G P{H). By parabolic Harnack 
Inequality[L-Y], Us{x,t) < ksu{x,t), {x,t) G H. Since u minimal, we have 
Us{x,t) 二 ku(cc,t) and u(xo, 0) = 1 implies k 二 u{xo, s ) . Therefore, 
Us{x, t) = u{xQ, -s)u{x, t). 
Let 0(t) = u(xo, -t) e C([0,oo)). Then, Us,+s2{^,t) = u{x0,-s2)u{x,t- si)= 
u{xo,-s2)u{xo,-s1)u{x,t). Hence, 0(ti + t2) 二 小 婦 似 Vti,ts > 0. Also, 
(/)(0) = ^x(xo,0) 二 1, therefore, ^{t) = e'^^ for some A. 
Therefore, u{x,t- s) = e-^'u{x,t), u{x, -s) = e-^'u{x,0). Hence, 
u{x,t) 二 e�(T,0). 
Now, since u parabolic, we have 
A ( e � ( M ) ) = & e � ( : c , 0 ) ) . 
Hence, e^^Au{x, 0) = Ae�(T，0), i.e., Au{x, 0) = Xu{x,Q). Now we have u{x,t) 
minimal, let v{x) < uo{x) = ^z(x,0) be positive parabolic. Then, A {e^^v{x)) 二 
e^^Av{x) = Xe^*v{x) = ^(已〜⑷).We have e^^v(x) < e^^uo{x) 二 <oc,t), 
therefore e^^v{x) = ke^*uo{x), i.e., v{x) = kuo{x). Hence, the minimality of u{x) 
implies the minimality of uo{x), i.e., uo{x) e S ^ Now let u{x,t) 二 6入亡0入(20’ 
(|)^{x) e M^, then u{x, t) is easily seen to be minimal parabolic, we will now prove 
that it can be written in the form e^^K^{x, ^ ). First, we will define the following 
maps: 
DEFINITION 4 . 2 . 
p : Hi — [Ao(M),oo),e^^ A such that H{x,t;^) 二 eXt(|)[x),^6 M^, 
bx ： {e e fTi : p{0 = A} — M ^ e H r iff H(x, t; 0 = e^'K\x, 0, ($,力）^ 凡 
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Now, given e^^A(^) = ]^丑(尤 , , ;0咖(0，"(¾) = 1 ,观 claim that for 
Al < A, jJi{p{C) < Ai} = 0. Consider 
, e � A ( ^ ) = [H{xo,t;i)dfi{0 
JHi 
> [ e^^^Hpi,)MdKO = [ e _ t ^ ( 0 
J{p{0<^i} ^MC)<Ai} 
> e^^V{p(0 < Ai} 
Hence fj.{p{C) < Ai} < 6(入—入1)亡—0 as t — - o o . Therefore, 
e^'Mx) = [ 6 卿 械 ) . 
^MO>A} 
Now, 
1 = M x o ) = [ e — e - ^ M O 
^{p(C)>A} 
= [ e_-x)M) + [ e_-^Mi~) 
J{p{^)=X} ^{p(e)>A} 
Therefore, 1 - / i {p(0 = A } = [ 已嫩-乂’‘碰 
^{p(0>A} 
Since Lh.s independent of t and r.h.s~> 0 as t — - o o , ^ {p ( f )=入} = 1. 
Denote by “ the measure {bx)^ ("lMC)=A}) on M(, we have 
e^VA(x) = f e^'K^x,e)diy{0, 
JM} 
for t < 0. Then, when t 二 0, 
Mx) = [ K^x,e)diy{0-
JM^ 
Since 小\ minimal，v must consist of a single point {《}，such that ¢^ = 7^入(工,<^). 
• 
Now let f (x ) be a positive harmonic function on M, f(xo) = 1, treat this as 
a positive parabolic function on n, We have j{x) = ^;^^H{x,t]i)dm{i) for a 
unique Borel measure m on 7i[ Define H? = {^ G Hi : p{0 = •}. 
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PROPOSITION 4 . 1 . m(^\H；) = 0. 
Proof.诏 二 p-i(0, oo) C nu ^ = p- '(Ao(M), A) C Hi, A < 0. Then, f(x) > 
f^-H(x,t;0dm(0, \ 
f{xo) > f〜eP(Ct—(a 
J^'x 
Since t < 0，Ao(M) < A < 0, f{xo) > m{n^)e^\ take t — - o o , m{H^) = 0 for 
all A < 0. Thus, 
f { x ) - fH{x,t;0dm{0= fH{x,t;0dm{0: 
Jn^ Jn+ 
evaluating at x = x � , l .h.s=/(xo) _ m(7^?) = constant. Since r.h.s. is an 
increasing function for t, we have m(H+) = 0, hence m(Hi\?Y?) 二 0. 口 
The following lemma was due to Cheng and Yau. 
LEMMA 4 . 1 . Let M be a complete Riemannian manifold with Ricci curvature 
hounded from below by a constant K, we have 
(a) I f f e C^{M), f > 0 and A / 二 A/ on M, then |Alog/| < cimax{|A|, \K\}, 
(b) Let f e C^{M), suppose f is hounded above and does not attain its supremum 
on M. Then 3xk — oo on M such that f{xk) — sup/； 
� |V/|(x,) < ^， 
(d) A / ( x , ) < g， 
where r^ = d(xk,xo)； C2, C3 depend only on the dimension ofM and sup/； c3 
also depends on K. 
4.4 PROOF OF THEOREM 4.1 
一—-—-• 
- — - ^ • 
For i = 1, 2, let Hi = Mi x ( -oo ,0) , W be the parabolic Martin boundary, H\ 
be the minimal parabolic Martin boundary of n\ Hi{x\t;y\s) and Hi{x%t;^i) 
be the normalized Martin kernels , & G 7iK 
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Again, we let f be a positive harmonic function on M, f{xo) = 1, we have, 
f{x)= LH{x,t;0dm{0-
Jul 
LEMMA 4 . 2 . I f i e nl, 
ifOM;e) = i^'i(ll,6)i^A2(,a   
where X^ > Ao(M), ^, G M^'{Mi), i = 1，2, Ai + 入2 二 0. 
Proof. Observing that the heat kernel of M is given by 
kh(t,x,y) = kh,i{t,x\y^)kh,2{t,x^,y^), 
where kHh,i{t,x\y') is the heat kernel of Mi, i = 1，2. Hence we have 
H{x, t-y, s) = Hi{x\t] y\s)H2{x^t; y\ s). 
Now let {yi, 5 }^ be a fundamental sequence converging to ^ G H, yi = {yj,yf)-
Passing to subsequence if necessary, we have {y}, 5 }^ — i^ G 7i^, {y^, sJ — 6 ^ 
H^, i.e., 
H(x,t;O = H1(x',t;C1)H2(x',t;^2) 
In can be easily seen that if ^ G Hi, then <^  G M ^ ( M ) , i 二 1, 2. Thus, Theorem 
4.3 implies, 
H{x,t;0 二 6入1^?^入1(：^1,6)6入2力7^入2(工2,&). 
—^._-
Ai + A2 二 0, thus, for i G K?, 
R{x,tX)-K^\x\i^)K^\x^,i2). 
• 
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If f is minimal positive harmonic, the support of m consists of a unique point, 
therefore, 
f{x) 二 H{x,t,0 = K^K^\QK^K^^Q' 
Now, let g be a positive harmonic function on M, g{xo) 二 1 such that g < 
K^^{x^)K^^{x^). We want to show that in fact g = K^'(x^)K^'(x^). Let m be 
,-•—_^  
the measure on H? such that 
p ( x ) = (H{x,t-i)dm{i). 
Jnl 
For A > Ao(Mi), define the following: 
E\ = {v e P{7i) : V > 0 and v[x^, xg , -1) is A - subharmonic on Mi}, 
F{ 二 {i； G P{rt) : V > 0 and Aiv {x\ xg, - 1 ) 二 A ^ V g , 1)}, 
and similarly for El and F l Denote Fx,M = ^M 门 F^2. By theorem 4.3, we can 
.^"—-.^ 
write yi\ as a disjoint union: 
n\ = (UA“Ai (EL n nO) U {^.^M n H?) U (。"“入^ ( < ^ ^ ? ) ) 
CLAIM 4.1. For any 入 �A i , m(El 门 K?) 二 0. 
Proof. Suppose not, then, let 
w(x,{)=[ _H{x,t;0dm{0-
JElnn^^ 
We have K^^K^^ > w > 0 and h G E{. Define v{x^) = w{x^,xl,-l), v G 
C°°(Mi), 0 < V < i^ Ai and Ai^; > Xv. Now let h(x^) = - ^ . Then, h satisfies 
0 < h < 1 and 
A A 7^入1 
Aih = j ^ + 2 < Vii；, Vi logK^^ > - ^ - ^ 
> (A-Ai)/i-2|Vi/i||Vilogii:^^| 
> (A-Ai ) / i - c|Vi"| , 
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by part (a) of Lemma 4.1. This inequality implies that h does not have an 
positive interior maximum. Therefore, by part (b) of Lemma 4.1, there exists 
{xk} — 00 such that h{xk) ^ sup h together with part (c) and (d) of Lemma 4.1, 
we have |Vi/zJ(:Cfc) < c2/nb and Aih{xk) < c3/rk, hence h{xk) 一 0. This implies 
h 三 0 and is a contradiction. Therefore, we have m{El 门 H?) = 0 and similarly 
m{El,nn^) = OfoT X'>X2- 口 
Now, we have 
g{x)= [ _H{x,t;Odm{a 
" 入 1 ， 入 2 门 对 
Ai+A2 二 0. Therefore, A2g = X2g. Sinceg{xix^) < K^'{xl)K^'{x^) = K> '^{x^), 
K^^ minimal implies g{xl,x^) = K^^{x^). On the other hand, Aig 二 Aip, 
g{x\x^) < K^'{x^)g{xlx^) andK^' minimalimplies5<#,T2) 二 ；^入丄^ 丄^)^ <^ :^ ,^：”， 
i.e., g{x\x^) 二 /(^入1(工1);^入2(工2). Hence, K^'{x^)K^'{x^) is minimal, and com-
pletes the proof. 
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